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Scholastic Program
Compares Favorably

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1957

State Board
Question Put
To Faculty

NO. 41

Athletic Opinion Ballot
ITo Have Three Queries

By LOLA SHERMAN
Since SJS enrollment figures compare favorably with the socalled "name" schools and her football teams do not, particular emBy BOB KAUTH
phasis has been placed on this institution’s scholastic requirements
Would it be wise for state coland achievements contrasted with those of the "competition," University of California at Berkeley, University of Southern California. leges to operate independently
of the State Board of Education
Stanford, ’and University of California at Los Angeles.
A consideration of this school’s academic merit Ws a most en- and for a State College Beard to
ecouraging factor in the field of be established for the coordinstudent personnel. A study made ating of state colleges?
This is the question a number
hy Dr. Walter Plant, assistant proRy RAY BARCH
of 5.15 facility members have been
fessor of psychology, shows that
- eipecved to mirror student
asked by The Spartan Daily.
question
tentative
ballot
A
.1
36.6 per cent of 732 entering freshopinion on the much-12eralded San Jose State athletic dispute.
T he question received public
men had an I.Q. of more than 120.
has been prepared by ’he IC -roan student fact-finding committee.
This compares favorably with the recognition recently when Dr.
1
The ballot, to go before the Student Council for approval Mon36.2 per cent of high school gradu- Dean Cresap, political science proday. will be presented to the student body Tuesday.
ates with an I.Q. of more than fessor told a State Assembly interim sub -committee that he
The ballot embodies the gist of arguments put forth by Pres.
120 who qualify for Cal.
John T. Wahlquist and citizen and student groups, at odds with the
Curricula-wise, Cal has s n rn e favors a separate board of regents
Twas
w ii mic.r. epic, -The interesting departments of instruc- For governing state colleges.
*president for his handling of SJS’
Man With The Golden Arm," that tion: Landscape architecture,
Dr. Cresap noted that a bill to
Ifootball prorrarn.
The ballot asks:
found the term "cold turkey" be- linguistics, pomology, (science of this effgct Was introduced in the
I. Are you satisfied with FIJS
coming a common household terM. fruit growing), poultry husbandry, State Legislature in January. Such
a bill has beim considered twice
current athletic policy. as set
But warm turkey will be the goal and romance philology.
ailliaimmammomm
berme by the legislature, but it
down by the Connell of State
of SJS speedsters’ in Tuesday’s BACHMOR OF ARTM
College Preividenta2
SJS, on the other hand, offers was defeated by the opposition of
annual Turkey Trot.
2. Would poi prefer I At the
bachelor of arts degrees in 32 of the State Board of Education and
Sponsored by men’s service fra- the liberal arts and 23 occupa- because of absence of faculty coin
athletic code as set forth by Presit
(emit y Alpha Phi Omega, this tional fields b es ides teaching ment and support, according to
dent’s Council, which prohibits fiyear’s trot should be bigger and credentials. Masters’ degrees are Dr. Cresap.
nancial aid to athletes, or 1111 an
better if A Phi 0 vice-president given in 21 courses of study.
athletic code similar to that of the
"It Is my opinion," Dr. Cresap
By LEIGH WEIMERS
Aubrey Parrott has anything to
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.,
Dr. Fred C. Hareleroad, dean of said, "that most faculty memGlenn
Athletic
Director
S.
’-’a
say about it.
which permits financial aid.
the college, stated firmly t hat bers feel as I do. If they are
(Tiny)
Hartranft
yesterday
urged
illernimisamomminwie
3. Would you prefer to schedule
"Entires have been pouring in "students received better under- reluctant to speak publicly, It
the student body to go to the teams of the caliber of (A i the
so fast,’’ Parrott said, "that we graduate instruction here than at is because further advancement
give
polls en masse Tueiday to
Pacific Coast Conference (e.g.
and admInistratise opportuniany university in the state."
ran out of forms."
their opinions on the current Cal. Stanford, IS() or If!) the
The dean defended this broad
ties may be hampered by their
Football enthusiasts fear this ndl be 1111. result if radical elianges
athletic policy controversy.
California Collegiate Athletic
The trot is to start at 12:30 p.m
aren’t made to San Jose Stitte’s grid policy. Spartan boosters Iliflo.
statement
by
adding’. "good
comments.
Speaking before the ASS fact- Amin, 1Cal
charged that an unrealistic foothall policy Is ruining student iend
Poly, Fresno State) or
with/ Pres. John T, Wahiquist teachers tieing’ the- undergradie"Excellence comes through corntaming
rims:notes,.
Iluaranft said
Photo
alumni interest In MS games.
by
Jim
Illiftrk
IC) follow our current policy, Inscheduled to fire the starting gun. ate here. Almost never still a petition and freedom," he said,
let iisitely that a "major turnout"
homecoming Queen Dorothy Fair- lower diViS1011 student be taught pointing out that the University
of students would help to clear up eluding brit h.
burn and her attendants will Ii y a graduate assistant."
of California is a great institution
lite situation.
The Citizens Committee for a
award the trophies. prizes, and
In the administrator’s opinion, of learning because of its histori- j
In addition, he rotpressed conProgressise San Jose State Colkisses for the winners.
"the only difference between SJS cal efforts to, Meet the ConWeth
cern mer
feeling ’1% Is i e h
lege, chief critic of Dr. Wild.
I
’and a university is that we do not
might orrar In tlio State Hoard
quint, has charged (Ii,, I 54,4
According to co-chairmen Bill give ddoctors’ degrees or final de- tive challenge of Stanford. State ,
colleges m
*ill
have the same free- ’
at 1..tlariation it only VI per cent
need nal (WPM Die Presidents
Walls and Bob Levin, entry blanks grees in medicine, law
and den- dom, which: is now being denied.
of the student body turned out.
t’ininili code. since llir council III
must be turned in by 4 p.m. totistry."
if they are to develop, he said,
Kole:. a meager ShOWing,
lie "drlanel."
day to the Stuednt Union or the PROGRAMS OF QUALITY
e_rANTHONY TARAVELLA ’as the greatest single religious
adding that a State College Board
pointed out, would indicate that
Bat I )r. Wahlqiii,t has milled he
campus.
on
rot/
p
represented
trot booth in the Outer Quad.
g
beprofess
SJS
students
Most
Dr. liarcleroad further stated might enable them to do so. Neverthe students are "not interested" knows nothing of this and feels
Catho2051
was
a
total
of
Trophies are on display there.
’There
to
adhere
also
that "at the first year graduate theless, he declared. "it would be ftef in God and
in the problem, whereas an Manion "legally and morally" obligated to
lies listed,
Parrott wants to remind all level, we have programs of the an improvement over the present some religiou.s denomination.
expressed by a majority of the abide by the policy.
These are facts that have been MORE METHODISTS
representing ollt(miza- same quality as any university in system."
en! rie
12.1100 students would carry much
The Citizens Committee, first to
I.argest single Protestant group
consistently reported by students
lions, to put the name of the or- the land."
Dr. Heber A. Sotzin, head of themselves through the religious was the Methodist with 11.56 mem- weight.
publicly declare sinhalesiness with
requireA
survey
of
admission
ganization on the entry blank in
11111‘ Industrial Arts Department
SJS’ athletic plight three weeks
’MAJOR’ FOOTBALL POWER
order to be eligible for the par- melds at major Catifornia schools when questioned, emphatically’ preference cards they fill out bers on campu s. Next largest
ago has called for the following
commitsemesthe
Ilartranft
told
registration
also
each
during
was
Presbytergroup
membership
shows that, whereas Cal specifi- said that a State College Board
ticipation trophy,
4-poirt program:
is
conState
tee
that
San
Jose
ter.
Episco883.
numbered
which
ian,
catty requires certain subjects and would he ..... re conscious of state
The 1957 breakdown report has palians counted 514 members: sidered a "major" football power,
I. A denial.. and 11111hOlitAS.IS does not, there are many college problems and be in a
loopholes in the prerequisite list, better position ta call the Droll - not tet been completed, the Rev. Baptists, 500; Congrogationalists, this being determined by schedule 111. athletic wile% statement
For instance, a student in the top Wins 10 the attention of the James A. Martin, executive direc- 301; Lutherans, 297; Church of and sports eeiters. "And, we are %Ilk+ Dr litahlquist still suptor of Shickmt "Y", stated; how- Latter Day Saints, 162; Christian the only California state college
10 per cern of his class may enroll
State Legislature. There should ever, lie said he expects the re- Scientists. 161; Ilteldhistii, 157; whieh holds Ilils position," to. port.
2. Release I r n us the Presieven with subject deficiency.
be no turmoil in education as. lolls to he. approximately the Christian Church, 137; and Jewish added.
dent’s outwit athletic rode.
Subject% not taken in the high
llwre is now, he said, adding
same,
m
proportion to enrollment, Faith. 78.
to personal
’’All we (the athletic Dept I
S. Permission for 5424 to join
lie ’’uutadiprogram
that a State College Ito a rd
"Pit
sole:31;11mo lor the Campus ("hest
as they {MVP been in the p.c.?.
Religions groups with member- want to do is maintain this posi- the NCAA.
ef the eniventitirs, ll’iwevre
pooh! be a stabilizing influence.
Religious preference figures of ships on campus of less than inn tion." he stressed
Drit I‘ base been turned in yet,
4. Administration of these
while student% ran graduate
Norman 0. Gunderson, head of last year allow Roman Catholics Included Assembly of God, Breth(It also was noted that there
according to Miss Virginia Wall fr
goals by SJS athletic departt
a state college still
the Engineering Department, was
it the Stud* lit Activities Office.
ren. Christian and Missionary Al- are degrees in bath "major" and
ment,
ever taking a language, grithesitant toward the proposal beliance, Christian and Reformed. "minor" grid classifications.
flu
-try,
et
r.
solicitation
Through
prsonal
Wahlquist has agreed to go
the
causeof
the
Arlrono
Possibility
Oregon
and
Stanford.
or
God.
Cluirch
of
Christ.
Church
of
Grade requirements for staying establishment
ca -11 student on campus will be
of a "super-hoard,"
Evarigical and Reformed. Evan- State. for, instance, are consId- to Sacramento Dec. 3 with a repin
school
are
t
h
e
approximately
rimtacted for A donation to the
be.an enlargement of
which
Oral and United Brethren, Four ered "big major": Maui Jose, resentatIve of the Citizens Corn ehtdluow
drive, Joe 1.Viiiirlrack, chairman, same. Dr. Stanley C. Benz, S.1S
lie regents and be in charge
Square, Greek t orthodox, Menno- COP and Denser are considered niittee to air the issue before Dr.
of
totals
on
students,
dean
cited
said.
of coordinating the education
nite Brethren, Mission Convent. "little major"; and Fresno State, Ftsw E Simpson of the State Destudent disqualifiCation as indica
Nazarene, Quaker, Reformed, Re- Cal l’oly and san Diego State Partment of Education.
Members of t iii, Commeinify tive of the tightening academic system, including the State Board
The fact-finding body met yesof Education. UC regents, and the
organized Church of -hems Christ, are termed "Mg minor.")
Service emitter, sponsors of the structure at SJS.
Week will close 1.115, Russian Orthodox. Seventh
j teeday with S. Glenn Ilartranft,
State College Board. Then, Gun1
CODE
Cantons Chest Drive, have !ken
ATHLETIC
"In the fall quarter of 1954, 1.3
state colleges lonwi’ a tIt ill,’ showing of the Day Adventist, Ciiiintian, !jolty,
divided Into teams tu contact stu- per cent were disqualified. The derson warned, "
Speaking on the controversial ’head of S.IS Athletic Department,
to gain moor informatiOni
in- film, cry, the Beloved Coontry" And MOSIPIT1.
’second-rate’
would
beirtne
dents. Eavii team ’mintier will spring of 1957 saw 5.6 per cent of
athletic code, as set up by the
stilton:ins, and there woold be at 8:1:i in the Concert Ilan of the
Tuesday’s elertioa foil oUrs
Council of Stale College Presispeak tu 1() 5.15 students.
PROTESTANTS
MO
registered students dropping beMusic Building
little (Mane for development."
d
Protestant groups had A dents and approved by the State three %seeks of charges
All
cause
of
scholastic
failure."
Store than POO was colleeted
( Additional faculty comments on
Me movie h bleed on a bunk combined menitwrship of 4860 last Dept of Education, Ilartranft said counter -charges by Dr. WahlINSTRUCTORS
.TOlifilIER
the question will Itc, puhitsheit tit by Alan Paton anti stars Canada
last week through faculty hurt inn,
aino.t. at
I and cillteati
No;tr Tharo wry,’ 1035 students the code initially was made to fit
Dean 13enz explained this inIPP, Charles Carson and Sidney
OAS:Al/0111 solieitation a n ri exgroups.
college
athletic
state
no
preference
in
who
indicated
St"Il""
D’il‘
crease by saying that he believe, M"ndaY’s
Poiticc. It tells the story of the
change tinnily’s and dinners.
The fact -funding committee was
instructors have become "toughy’ ’
son of a Negro minister in Smith religion.
"Then, the conference idea fell set sip by the Student Council to
religious interest
StatIntirally,
Goal for this year’s drive is and the powers-that -be are 1,
a
Africa who kills white man.
but the code stasl," determine student feeling on the
students at SJS has through,
he
¶2500 Wondrack staled that lie lenient with students on prob.,
A free-will doeation of Zi cents among
j%5110 tillPeiAl hearings were consaid.
its the past few
little
changed
hoped to see every SJS student lion.
will he taken at the door.
Hartranft also remarked that, ducted in Morris Deikey Audis
is confirmed
this
fact
and
years,
rontrilottr $1 to Campus Chest.
(Continued on Page ID
Other events of the final day of
by most religious leaders work - although we are a "major" foot- torttrm with Dr. WahlquIst and
-in -Life Week are:
State Atty. Gen. Edmund G Religion
ball isower. Sim Jose State is oper- Emerson (Doe) Arends of t he
p.m Informal discus- ing with students.
12:30
I Pat) Brown has repeated his
The Rev Martin said, "I have ating under more restrictive rules Cairene Committee appearing be"My
in a World of
on
sion
order for state narcotics agents
held Viejo, as executive director than "ans. ottv.r school In the fore the committee faet:finding
Nationalism" iii Room 19.
Ivy League." and student hely separately.
to stop making unauthorized state130 p.m Seminar on "um: of Student Y for nine years now.
little change In campus
ments in the ease of I.udwig
FAO U.
N1 Faith and My and I find
derslanding
IFred I Braumoeller, state agent
"The idea behind the code is
h Politica’ science- rcligimm aeil"iY"
World Thi
4111111Io al I.
and* SJS graduate, accused of
Fa t her John S Duryea, rat ho that all slate colleges are equal in
Iic SI/denim McAfee.
by
New- athletic ability." he added. "This
selling dope to an addict.
director
of
and
chaplain
lie
Jr is ish Sabbath
7 13 hum
-- -man Club, stated that the number was pointed out to the CSCP by
A Bonnie Sweater
sour in the Coll..ge Chapel:
has remained at ars mDry.seAll’ahlquist, 13111 Tiobbard and
from the
Senior Wins Grange
Today’s pmerion opened with of Catholics
Proximately 21 per cent during
Catholic wOrthip at 7:30
Shetlard Isles
Award at Eta Epsilon ltprhan
years he has been at
Hartranft further noted that
m. in Newman Hall. Rabbi Jos- the eight
has
been imported
Club
Newman
college
presistate
Dye of the
Martha Lloyd, senior home eco- eph If Gumbiner director of Hill.
to meet the cry
dents %ship passed fasorahly on
mimics major, was the lucky el Foundation at University of OTHER ACTIVITIES
for ivy styles
scholarship winner at the Wednes- California, spoke on "Ethical DeReligious grotips at SJS provide the code are enernlwrs of the
one-glide
Athletic
day meeting of Eta Epsilon, home cision In the Jewish Tradition" at not only devotional services tor California
A crew neck in a
NT_ Association, sshich does not foleconomics social club. The $100 9 :10 a in in the rolleee Chapel. their members hut also
bulky knit and in
award was given by the Home!rational and intellectual activi- low the code In its entirety.
several colors from
honest.
being
Wahlguist,
-Dr.
making Section of the Pomona
ties.
which to pick.
follow
this
semester.
feels
he
to
ii-is
obligated
mit
e
Grange of Santa Clara County.
Throughout
Brigadoon,
turn are sponsored by the differ- code." he added. -We want to get
Mrs. Walter Pfeffer. homemakCal Vets ale :equested to re- ent groups to inforon their mem- this situation cleared Hp."
just 13.95.
41
ing chairman of the Pomona
The pressure should be aimed
port to the Cashier’s office. Room bers of the basic tenets of their
Grange. presented the certificate
An F-107 single engine jet fighter, said to travel "twice -the -speedMany of them at the group that set up this code,
263, Administration Building. as respective faiths
ed-sound." make% a test flight during cheeks at Eduard". Air Force
*warded anzfuaily to a San Jose ; soon as possible to pick up at- maintain full time counseling ser- the Council of State College Preal- V
Rase. Tbr plane Is a product of North Am .rican Asitotion
dents, Ilartranft stressed.
State home economies student, tendance forms for subsistertce,
LOA .%nigeles.ioltots, tu International.
vier as Nell as a social center.

Fact-Finding Committee
Prepares Student Poll

111

Turkey Trot
Winner Gets

Kiss,

1 rophy

EMS

P.E. Director
Urges Large
Vote Tuesday

’AND YER MUDDER, TOO’

ost Students Show
e igIous Preference

’14,10 Contributions
Donated to Drive

Reli ion Week Ends
,With ’Cry Country’
In Concert Hall

Brown Stops Agents
Frameup Charges

DOUBLES SPEED OF SOUND

Cal Vets Report

ours.

h

Novel,rhei 22 1957

the

Ex -Actor Trims Hedges;
Enjoys Independent Life

Interview Printed
Up 1_ The news.
paperslosCOW
s Pravda and lzvestia yester-

lay published the full officialext
of United Press Staff Cokes’
Shapiro’s interHOLLYWOOD IUP)
RemeM"I’m a very fortunate man," he Pondent Henry
party It
(MUMMA
WIth.l.
a
religion.
found
conchidcs.
ber Tom Neal. the guy who waj.
By RANDIE E. POE
Nikita KhrushcheY on page o
loped Franchot Tone in a pre- good vs it. and work I can be proud
dawn skigfest for the affections of"PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
of vex’, Rai bara l’ay ton?
The brawl wrote finis to
Men hav,e died in search of the ideal women,
Various citizens look for different assets in a woman, and thus. muscular actor’s career, all h
ruined Barbara’s future in flick,
o Ur question this week:
and injured Tone.
AX6-9987
WHO IS THE IDEAL WOMAN7
4805 EL CAMINO, SANTA CLARA
That was more than six
LAHR% KAUFNIAN, senior "Ma Gardner. She has a certain
SALAD BOWL
FAMILY BOWL
JOUR
DU
SOUP
ago.
tempestuous beauty., a sophistication
which seems to personify sex.
Neal, tabbed with the "hefts.
Taylor comes close in appearance but she wants a father more
SMORGASBORD DINNER
Big Money?
in the romantic triangle, vs,
man’s letter that athletes major :than a lover. Miss Gardner’s waywardness lends enchantment to her role
MIXED FRESH GARDEN GREEN VEGETABLES
Dear Thrust and Parry
beauty. I think this answer should Star% people I’m not biased toward the fight but lost the girl wh,
. in something other than P.E.
HOT MUFFINS AND HONEY
DRESSING
SPECIAL
S
CHU
the blonde beauty married Tor
.1 ft. 2 in. blondes."
Mr. Harkenrath has felt it his
$1.95
COFFEE
DESERT
The
marriage
lasted
only
a
I,
terribly tired of
getting
TOM
LA
M
SPIRT,
pinior"Eleanor
Roosevelt.
is
a
dynamic
She
calling to be a spokesman for im- 1
months.
’ athletes demanding more money
We Cater To Banquets
person who doesn’t let anything stand in the way
proved condition for athletes. His i and sympathy
Barbara has remarried and h.
. . Mr. Harken.
DANCING
DANCING
BIER GARDEN
meager request is -something toi rath May feel that he and his
of her true feelings. She says exactly what she be- in Mexico. Tone is acting ziga,
But it is Neal who provides II,
alleviate the load that has paid its i colleagues are doing us a favor by
lieves and has the fortitude to stand behind her
happy ending expected of motoll on many who couldn’t carry being here, but we students who
statements. She’s a self-made person who is nat movie stories
celluloid or real it " I would like to remind Mr. ale more interested in the library
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
he was lucky than in the football field feel that
popular simply because her husband was President. life.
Harkenrath that
Neal now trims hedges and
THE FAMOUS
he could get through hign school we are doing him a favor as well,
From a beauty standpoint, make mine Jayne Mans- cares for lawns of movie personal,
and junior college without work- for we are the future teachers.
MASTERSOUNDS
ties with whom he used to tr.r.
field. I like her figure."
ing. Many of us had to work to scientists a nd thinkers of the
the bistro beat along the Suns, ’I
meet basic expenses due to family, world in which he lives!
THE LOUVRE
strip.
LARRY BOLfinancial stress: few of us had anymi mu um Imo mi
Nos
mm
on
.
Why aren’t N’t, provided with TON. freshman
"I
wouldn’t
go
back
to
acting
thing we could call a "nest egg’
stipends and jobs as the athletes
IMPROVE
YOUR
he
avows.
anything,"
for
"My mother. I
for college expenses 2, there are
554 W. SANTA CLARA
art" ....or goodness sake, let’s think she has all
"I’m outside all day long. I’m
LOOKS
a multitude of students working ,
AT THE UNDERPASS
working
All
absurd.
being
my
own
boss,
and
I
don’t
have to
the qualities I
more than the recommended 20 "t ’
as well as
non -athletic students unite! Hang look for in a girl
worry about waiting for a call to
hear
,
doesn’t
he
BESIDE THE MERMAID
hours a week and
)our vision
someone in effigy, write to your
work. No agent shoves me around,
. . a good perswith attraetive glasses
them complaining about not
congressman, to the governor or onality, is lots of
and there’s no stretching the bank
rum
enough study time.
account between pictures
whoever else you may feel may fun,
intelligent,
Dr. Jack H. Chennell
They have made their decision ’be at fault for your bad perfor- and
makes
to work their way through col- mance. We need more brainy and friends easily...
oPTO.METHIST
If these results are not obtained within 60 days.
legs’ and they’re not crying on less brawney expressions in these Basically I consider personality
234 South Second Street
ilAKLAND. Cain , ,UP,
An
anybody’s shOulder. and 31 it goes days of Sturm and Drang.
the most important factor in a woCVpress 3-214T
Oakland movie theater* lobby
without saying that a student is
man."
Member of SPAR -TEN
rocked and rolled with a teenage
Sonia Start’s
expected to devote the major part
CARL POTEET,
free-for-all Sunday night during
ASB A10103
of his study time to his particular
REDUCE
GAIN
Owners
Naafi Chef
junior-- My wife.
an intermission of Elvis Presley’s
major.
Len & P We
Lou
She’s extremely
film "Jailhouse Rock."
4- on your WAIST
3 on your CHEST
(EDITOR’S NOTE: Will
If he doesn’t he should see a
intelligent a n d
Police arrested five youths who
2 on your ARMS
3- on your HIPS
Pee Wee’s Pizza
counselor about finding something "George, a s rry distrutsed sports
can give an adult
apparently started the melee in
2- on your LEGS
3- on your LEGS
enthusiast- please come to the
asanswer to almost
he is more interested in.
4/45 THE ALAMEDA
the Paramount Theater and bookIS Lbs. WEIGHT
IS Lbs. WEIGHT
Spartan Daily roffk.e and sign
any question.
ed two on charges of disturbing
VARIETY OF PIZZAS
his full name and ASH n lllll her
This. I think, is
the peace.
TABLE SERVICE
Capitol Recording Star
to his recent letter’. Contributors
important. S he
The management estimated thePERSONAL INSTRUCTION
are again reminded that letters ,
analyzes various
OPEN. 5 pm. to 2 Fri. 4 Sat.
ater damage at $1000 and said it
at
will not be published unless the
I
situations quick6 p.m. to 12 Sun.
refunded the price of admission to
apnunilwr
signature snd ASH
ly Beauty is skin deep and many
5 p.m. to 1:30-1,1, Th.
500 of the 1800 youngsters who
pears on Thrust and Parry let - beautiful women lack real poise.
missed half of the double feature
CY
7-5900
413 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
CY 7-3251
If a woman has curves in the
ILets.)
when the building was emptied.
*
*
*
right spots, but can’t think. I’d
just as soon steer clear of her."
SYLVIA MORA
JAMES K INDALL, "sophomorePICK
-When you know girls long en*
*
*
UP
ough, you realize that none of
MEL YOUNG
them is worth a damn."
and
MEL GAUNTZ, senior- -"Jayne
*
*
*
Mansfield. She has everything I
I look for in a girlan abundance.
I in fact. She is typically American.
. Just like the late model cars-- she
960 Bush St., S.F .
ihas that forward look."
V
Open Nightly
----- 1 #e

ceat

Editorial

et lnorocco

ONE YEAR FREE!

Jailhouse ’Rocks’

NORMAN
ERSKINE

club

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB

FACK’S II

,

SHOW TIMES
SPARTAN: Pajama Gm 642. 11.51;
Joe Dakota 8:38; City Beneath The
Sea 1007.
MAYFAIR. Ball Out 7:00; Interlud BAT:
Jo* Dakota 10:19,
EL RANCHO: Joker 6:46, 1221; Woman of River 9:05: Titanic 10:43.
STUDIO: Pal Joey 8:15, l0,41.
SARATOGA: Alsoy Us Th Wanes 7.00,
1000: Lisbon 8:35.
TOWNE FrernndI 7:10. 10:00, Naked
Se 1:35.
FOX Stopover in Tokyo 7.511, I 1.12:
Plunder Rood 6:44. 9:58.

CY 3-8668
Hey Guys and Dolls . . . wan* rc
have a suit or dress cleaned or’
rosserd for a special date?
. erdly staff will help you au.
cleaning and laundry days,
’hes are our business.
MONEY SHORT
15’,’ Discount on Cash and Carry

TROY
Laundry & Cleaners
722 Almaden, San Jose

§etSHOO 81/ITI"
EL RANCHO
"JOKER IS WILD’’
Frank Sinartr

Mitt Gaynor

"Woman of the

River"

SPARTAN
PAJAMA GAME’
Ecicbe Foy. Jr.
Do’s Day
JOE DAKOTA"
Jock Mahoney
THE CITY BENEATH THE SEA"
Anthony Quinn
Robert Ryan

MAYFAIR
3 FEATURES

"Interlude"
"Joe Dakota"

"Bail Out at 43,000 Feet"
STUDIO
"PAL JOEY"
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pattair
....maxszmanum.
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Drive -In Cleaners
2nd & San Carlos
IN BY 9:00 OUT AT 5:00

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK

"ABOVE US THE WAVES"
Jfle Grgson
Donald Sindrrn
plus

Bob Wignn.

jean coffin,

PLUS

"LISBON"
P Mill
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FRANCE’S FIRST FUNNY MAN
boring high old time with
illicit.wasoor cod beets couture!"

To see what’s new this year, feast your cycs
on Chevrolet!

r

"PLUNDER
ROAD"

FERHANDEL THE
DRESS/44KM
S:.ZT MAIO

"NAKED SEA"
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’58 CHEVROLET...BIGGEST, BOLDEST
MOVE ANY CAR EVER MADE
Big and new in style. Boldly new in
power. Brilliantly new in ride. ,Never
before has there been such a beautiful
any So be thrifty as the ’58 Chevrolet!

HiS,4

JOHN P. MARQUAND’S
GREAT STORY

8,scayn 4 Door Sedan-new
beauty rod) Body by F,sher.

SHANK’S

MEN’S SUITS .. $1.10

"STOPOVER
IN TOKYO"

Eel Air 2,Door Sedan -long, low and !oaded with life.

at no extra charge

Frank Sinatra
Rita Hayworth
Kim Novak

STARTS TODAY!

Impala Sport Coupe -new luxury in the Be? AJ F,

IN BY 9 OUT AT 5
DRY CLEANERS
SHIRT LAUNDRY
DIrctly Behind riswbvry’s

There’s airy new style. That’s written all
ever Chevrolet. Ifs nine inches longer! Much
lower, wider. There’s brilliant new performance to go with the beauty. The big 250-h.p.
urbo-Thrust VS* engine is so new it even

looks different. Feelc different, too.

There arc two new rides: Full Coil suspension and your optional choice at extra
cost of a real air ride, first time in the field.
’There’s an even smoother Powerglide. the
one and only Turboglide, and fuel injection
among the superb extra-cost options. 1 here
is a new X-typc frame, a bigger windshield,
a new foot-operated parking brake. And two
new super models -the new Bel Air Impala
Sport Coupe and Convertible. See your
Chevrolet dealer.
Optional at extra cost.

(tidy Irettchleed Chevrolet dealers diapbay (hie funems irrodentrel.

CHIP/Rol:FP .";ee

’58!
101WA40 SCOM rutty

Your Local Authos ized Cheiroles Dealer

1.
sr.
at
S.
Sr
er

irryau ana Drooks

cpartem cport4

Capture spotlight
_

Herm Wyatt, who high -jumped
6 ft. 71/2 in. this week continues to
lead the Pentathlon Meet at
Spartan Field but things could
change faster than the weather
after today’s 880 test,
Kangaroo -legged Wyatt broad
jumped 20 ft. 8 in. yesterday and
now has 346 points. Don Smith,
with a leap of 21 ft. 2 in. in the
broad jump, has 332 points for
the runnerup spot and Paul Valerie moved into third place with
263 tallies following a 21 ft. 8 in.
broad jump.

VALERIE CAN RISE
Valerie can make rapid progress today since his specialty is
the 880.
Ray Fitzhugh and Benny Walleer each have two events to go

.

snia...

--

FROM GLUE FACTORY TO GLORY

1 11

I Friday, November 2 , 195.

and are still in contention.
BROOKS BOOMS
Freshman whiz Bob Brooks
(Theta Xi) continued to wow SJS
track filberts. He has a command.
ing lead in the fraternity division
following his 20 ft. 8 in. broad
jump.
Brooks huistied the century in
10 -flat, whipped the shot 40 ft.
6 in., and high jumped $ ft. He
has $21 points.
Runnerup is Alex Paszkeicz
surprised nearly excl.) owl) by
In neckend I rack act Is it at Jamaica. Russet 0 r.inge (center
(Kappa Tau), while Jeff Chase
ss Inning I he fifth race Saturday at 02.40. In hi, last previous race, Russet Orange was so far
Photo hy
International.
(Kappa Tau) is in third place.
back his jockey, Ted Atkinson, gave up and stopped.
Dick Cooley is the Independent division leader with 292 points. He
sailed 19 ft. 7 in. yesterday. Herb
Stockman, with a 20 ft. 2 in. leap,
moved into second place. Curt
Mehlhoff is third at 244.

GRID PIX

enny Lyles
efuddles
1 rid Foes

I

Uppercuts
By RANDIE E. POE ... Sports Editor

SPARTAN DAILY-3

Varsity Poloists
Defend Coronet
By JOHN SALAMIDA
San Jose State’s varsity water polo squad puts its Calif. State
Cole,* title on the line this weekend, participating in the state tournament of Cal Poly in San Luis Obispo,
Coach Charlie Walker’s Spartan aggregation has captured top
honors in the meet five years in succession and will be seeking its
sixth consecutive victory when they take the pool tonight and tomorrow. Five state college teams, including the Spartan club, are entered
to the round robin tourney. Oth. re.
entries are Los Angeles State,
Long Beach State, San Francisco
State, and Cal Poly.

B

Long Beach State. reportedly
having the services of two VA.
Olympic teens washers. Is expected to provide. the Spartans
with top oompetiost.

ruins Hustlers
Nab Grid Crowns

The Hustle r s and Bessie s
Bruins walked off with team
honors to highlight action this season in the two independent touch
football leagues.
The Hustlers, captured the
Western League championship
with a 5-0-1 record.
Final standings:
WESTERN LEAGUE
TEAM
Hustlers
4
1
Grsgeris’s Grubbies
4 2 0
Astro Deportrilst
3
Spartan Hall
Anoka
3 3
3 3
Newman Club
Cerebral "7"
0
EASTERN LEAGUE
TEAM
Bruins
4 0 0
4
Jets
4
Good Brother,
4 2 0
AFROTC Jet Joelteys
Outcasts
4 2 0
1114 Club
6
Student "Y"
6
Chi PI Sire.
6

Spartan Coach Julie Menendez, well-rooted in boxing fundaLOUISVILLE (UP)---- The mentals, feels he’ll have an extraordinary mitt team this season.
Walker’s team has nabbed wins
Ferguson
University
of
windup of the
60-32-4
’ (Guest)
"From the standpoint of balance," he says, "this could be my over two of the five tournament
Louisville’s football season this best."
Tynn-Ky
Tennessee
Tennessee
entries. The Saprtans turned hock
week brings to a close a fourI)tm’th-Prin Dartmouth
’ Princeton
Six front-liners return from last year’s combo, which won six of San Francisco State twice, and
Ham rd -Vale Vale
year diversion known as "dis- eight dual tiffs and copped 52 of 92 overall bouts, three of which Cal Poly once.
I Yale
M’ -Duke
’ Duke
covering Leonard Lyles."
NC
were draws.
Sparking the Golden Raiders in
Iowa -ND
ND
Ever since 1 he husky Negro
Iowa
Four Menendezmen could fake Sinatra’s route and go "all the
department is Pete
Wise -Minn ’ Wise
-colhalfback
small
Wise
burst
on
the
I
way." These would be Nick Akana (125), import Dave Nelson (132), the scoring
Ueberroth. Ueberroth has been
OSC-Ore
I Oregon
’ Oregon
lege football scene four years ago, Weiv in Stroud (139) and Stu Rubine (147).
the high point man in the SparWSC-U of W I Wash.
Wash.
here has seldom been a game go
Akana Big SJS Hope
tans’ last two wins over Santa
COP-ABC
Ariz. T.
I Ariz. T.
y, it seems, that somebody hasn’t
Akana, a potent puncher with the face of a YMCA boy, is being Clara and the Palo Alto Water
Ark-Tex T
Arkansas
Arkansas "discovered" Lyles all over again.
NCAA fin- Polo club.
Clem-Wk F I Colgate
Colgate
This includes scouts for every tentatively shifted to the 125- the scorecard In the
rown-Colgt Clemson
%V Forest ; ational Professional League team pound division. Compiler of a 9-2-1 als at Pocatello.
Also lending good scoring prowNelson is the Chuck Davey -type,
al Ply-SFS Cal Poly
SF State from Baltimore to San Francisco. mark last season, Nick was the
weapons and fine ess for the Spartans in recent
0.St-Mieh
I Ohio St
Ohio St
In fact, as a "small college sleep- Pacific Intercollegiate kingpin and packing go*
conditioning. Menendez labels Nel- games have been Dale Anderson,
Syra-W Va. I Syracuse
Syracuse
r," in the National League draft an NCAA finalist.
Ron Tuttle.
son "definitely one of my best K. C. Cooper, and
Rice -T(’11
Rice
Rice
His
Intense,
artful
scraps
with
next month, Lyles will be a comEach has turned ’n good scoring
prospects."
Cal -Stan
Calif
Calif
plete bust -at least a half-dozen Washington State’s Dick Ran
Rubine, although holder of a efforts.
l’se-1"c LA
1.(’LA
USC
teams having intimated they will were semi -classics. Akana out 5-5-1 ledger lipt season, appears
Baylor-SNI I
SMU
SNIT
Bill Augenstein, Russ Murphy,
pick him at the earliest available pointed Rail for the PCI bauble,
to be stronger now arid set for a and goalie Rich Donner are de(Az -Rut grs Rut 4ers
Columbia opportunity.
big
campaign.
Cougar
reversed
gutty
but the
FSC-1111 ll a i i Fresno
Fresno
fensive standouts for the SparLouisville has billed Lyles as
Rams-Brwns Rrowns
Browns
tans. Murphy recently took over
the "fastest man in football,"
Bears -Lions
Lions
Lions
a starting job, replacing injured
and alt hough this is a title
49ers-Colts
Colts
49c r’,
team captain Roger McCandless.
claimed for many hall carriers,
the Cardinals’ supporters stand
The Spartan varsity and fresh
ready and willing to prove it.
PATRONIZE YOUR
water polo squads will compete in
Point One: Lyles is unbeaten in
the Pacific Assn. AAU Jr. and
ADVERTISERS
24 dual track meets and has run
Senior tournaments Monde y,
seconds
the
100-yard
dash
in
:09.5
Students who plan to particiTusday and Wednesday at the
-- pate in the annual Novice Boxing in track attire. In full football reOakland Athens Club. The meet
Tournament, Dec. 12-14, should galia, Including shoes and pads
.
schedule physical examinations and carrying a ball, he did it in
will close the varsity anA frosts
with the college Health Office, :09.9 seconds, the timing verified
seasons
boxing coach Julie Menendez re- by non-partisan stopwatch holders.
Point two: Earlier this year
ported yesterday.
-41if
he was beaten a slim yard by
Olympic Sprint Champion Bobby
Monthly
Morrow in the NCAA track
Nick Akana (left), and Washington St it." Dick Kill exchange
(UP (-- Two Col- meet and defeated speed merpunches in last year’s bout at the Spartan tiym. Akana and Ball
Playing Cards
I STOCKTON
al
running
milers,
Pacific
of
lege
were the nation’s top two college boers last season.
chant Ira Murchison in the 100
nathe
broke
ternate quarters,
at Marquette’s Central State reONLY . . . . $5.00
Stroud Is ’People’s ’Choice’
tional record for the two-man lays.
WITH ASB CARD
10-mile relay yesterday with a
Stroud should continue as the "people’s choice." He deals punches
Nor is he one of those meteoric
time of 43:18.9.
midgets who can be knocked over from every conceivable angle and improvises when it seems inconGood Daly bc.ept Sat., Sun..
The runners, Charles Curtis and easily. Lyles’ stands six-feet -one, ceivable. He was a PCI and IstCAA finalist last year. winning 9 of
and Holidays
Jack Marden, clipped 1:32 off the weighs 198 pounds, and is an out- 12 bouts.
One of stroud’s bouts was the heart -tugger with Michigan
former mark held by the Chicago standing pass receiver vithar_arLalHILLVIEW GOLF
State’s John Butler. After the first two heats went to a 28-29
Track & Field club. The perfor- so hit the center of a line with
stalemate, Stroud had Butler running for his nell-being in the
mance was supervised by official the best of them.
COURSE
third round. The consensus of ringside opinion gave the SJSter the
dockers and was expected to be
JOLLY ROAD
SAN JOSE
nod, but the word "draw" dripped from the announcer’s lips
accepted by t he Nat i, ,na 1 AAU.
Cas the cron El jeered.
s
Men’s Women
s
--Outstanding college heavyweights are as scarce as the five-cent
beer, but the Spartans might hay a pearl in the pond. His name Is
Archie Milton, which is a good %tart toward success in itself.
Mueller
54-38-4
Tennessee
Princet9n
Vale
Duke
Iowa
Wise
Ore. St.
Wash. St
Ariz. T.
Tex Tech
Colgate
Clemson
Cal Poly
’ Ohio St
West Va.
Rice
Stanford
UCLA
’ SMU
’ Rutgers
Hawaii
Browns
Lions
19ers

I -Weimer%
Poe
59-42-4
I 51-41-4
itennessee Tennessee
IDartmouth. Princeton
’ Harvard
Yale
I Duke
Duke
, ND
Iowa
Minn
, Wise
Oregon
I Ore. St.
Wash, St 1 Wash.
Ariz. T. ! Ariz. T.
Arkansas Arkansas
Brown
’ Brown
Clemson I Clemson
Cal Poly
Cal Poly
Ohio St
Michigan
I Syracuse . Syracuse
’ Rice
I T(.1.
Stanford
I Calif
I UCLA
UCLA
Baylor
SW
Columbia Rutgers
Fresno
Fresno
Rams
Browns
I Bears
Lions
49ers
49ers

Janko’s

* 3bof313rau
SANDWICHES
Longest in Town
HAM
BEEF
TURKEY
CORNED BEEF
50c
Cold Crap Salad%
^4161406d but nyr Durlicntod-Baciroorn- Ayalabla
Fer Privato p.*.,
IP N. Market St.. CY 3-1695

Novice Sluggers
i Slate Physicals

Smash Record

RAPPORT’S

Headquarters
for

nikA0470

Theta Chi
Meets KA

’14

A-fotip a
\

gib

1114

\\

"I know you have a sound
mind, Miss. I knew that when
you said you always eat at
TICO’S TACOS."
CHILI BEANS
RANCH BURGERS
SHAKES
COLD DRINKS

BURRITOS
BBQ TACOS
REFRIED BEANS
ENCHILADAS
TAMALES

The battle of the year, as far
as fraternity intramural football
is concerned, takes place today at
Williams Street Field as the
American League champion KAs
take on the National League
champion Theta Chi squad.
Theta Chi, paced by Darrell
Adams, won the NL with a 9-0-1
record, scoring 222 points to their
opponents’ 28.
Kappa Alpha won the AL with
a 8-1-1 record, and scored 89
points as against 43.
According to intramural director Bob I3ronzan, today’s game
should draw up to 200 fans. Today’s winner will take on the independent champion Hustle roe
Monday

TICO’S

4th & ST. JAMES

Milton is a 6 ft. 3 in. 196-pounder from Redwood City who has
Impressed Menendez in workouts. He’ll bear watching.
T. (’. Chung provides SJS with a tough 112 -pound workman
and Bobby Tafoya (3-4) will handle the 119-lb. togs.
Frank Castillo, novice champ last season, will understudy Akana.
Bill Stroud will work behind his brother, Welvin.
Dalton Rolan, who won four straight JV bouts last season, will
back up Rubine. and Al Severino and Prentis Porter should press Milton for heavyweight representation.
Freddy Burson (3-2), Russ (-sniffler, and the Christiansen
brothers ((’arl and Ken) will clip each other for the next three
Nteelts to dctermine the !TA-pound choice.

San Jose State’s judo club will
travel to ’San Francisco Sunday
for the Promotional Tourney, a
meet for the sole purpose of advancing in rank.
The meet will be staged at I
p.m.
Teams from San Jose, Oakland.
Palo Alto and Ca.:He Ap-p will
compete.
-

S1.00 WITH COUPON
R-qP

S

5

2 MINUTE CAR WASH
225 N. MARKET ST

’.9

SKI
CLOTHES

,(6.42

SKI BOOTS
SKI PANTS
SKI PARKAS

Spartan Judo Team
Competes in Meet

CAR WASH

TACOS

Milton Has Impressed

/

SKI SWEATERS
SKI CAPS
SKI

GLOVES
SOCKS & UNDERWEAR

-Everything But The Skis"

ENTER
WHITE STAG
SKI VACATION CONTEST
He dreams about PIZZA every night,
so he must be going to

SAN

REMO’S

We have real Italian pizza, and we know
that you will like them!

SAN
21$ WILLOW

REMO’S
CYprecc 4-4009

WIN
two week expense -paid skg vacation for two at
famous resorts of four Eu,opean ski nat,ons! Fly round-trip
v,a Pan American ’World Airways!
ENTRY BLANKS AVAILABLE AT.

RAPPORT’S
241 S. FIRST ST.

CY 2-4014

4 itT 1,RT N D %II T

KICKS AT KANAKA KAPERS

Friday November 22 1957

Fraternities Planning
Dances, Exchanges

I

OMEGA
tl.PHA T
chairmen of the event have anAtnils Tau Omegas will hold a nounced.
Roaring Twenties dance at the
The pledge class of Lambda
Fun Farm starting at 8 o’clock to- Chi Alpha is planning a dessert dance exchange with the pledges
The AT() pledge class took its of Phi .Mu on Dec. 3 at the house.
pledge sneak last Friday when it PI
KAPPA ALPHA
tniseled to a cabin belonging to
Sunday afternoon the Pi Kappa
pledge Ron Samet in Marin CounAlphas and the Sigma Kappas
ty. The actives captured were Bob will hold
their annual philanthroJ B. Howard. Ken
Kesselring
phy. Paul Thomsen will sing folk
Metzger, Bob Young. Larry For- songs as one of
the highlights of
dyce and Jun Ashworth.
the entertainment at the Alms
DELTA UPSILON
House in Milpitas. A short party
Karreka Kapers. the annual Ha- will follow.
by
the
waiian dance, will be given
An exchange with the girls of
Delta Upsilons tonight at Lou’s Mills College is nim in the
planVillage at 9 o’clock, according to ning stage.
Pete Ueberroth. publicity chairPHI SIGMA KAPPA
man. A pre-dance party will be
Sunday will be Parents’ Day
given by Rich Cummings at his
at Phi Sigma Kappa. A buffet
home. About a hundred alumni
dinner is being served to the broare expected to attend.
Wednesday night DU pledges, thers and their parents
The following girls air running
dressed in Hawaiian garb, went
for Moonlight Girl: Judy Stodout to deliver the bids to the DU
dates.
Kanaka Kapers is DL"s dard and Mora Jaycott, Alpha Chi
Omega; Joan Pettit and Jody
biggest dance of the year.
Holmes. Alpha Omicron Pi; Cathy
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Freeman and Margie Nickson,
The annual Lambda Chi Christ- Delta Zeta; Carol Lee Stenens
mas dinner-dance will be held for and LaDonna Schultz, Kappa Alalumni, brothers and dates at pha Theta; Carol Laughlen and
Brooltdale Lodge on Dec. 6, Art Jan Garrison. Kappa Kappa GamRyan and Warren Gutzviiller, Co- ma; Corinne Kason and Ruth
Roma, Chi Omega; Sue Evers and
Charlotte Mitchell, Delta Gamma;
Helen Barker and Pat Webb, Alpha Phi; Linda Till and Sally
Bouton, Phi Mu; Kathy McGarry
and Carol Simsarian, Kappa Delta; Donna Neher and Jean Gabbard, Gamma Phi Zeta; and Judy
Kyme and Sharon Colombero, Sigma Kappa.

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!
Don’t let that "drowsy fceling" Cramp your style in class
... or when you’re "hitting
the books". Take a NoDoz
Awaken& bra few minbres,
you’ll be your normal best...
. alert! Yout
wide awake
doctor will tell youNoDoa
Awakeners are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handy!
15 TABLETS, 35c

4044
Havialian garb, leis, and all the trimmings will help reinset the
abuse scene when the Delta upsilons and their dates dance to the
musk’ of the Islands tonight at Lini’s Village.
’
Junior
Panhellenic
Gives Study’ Paner

CHI OMEGA
Thirty Chi Omega pledges will
be honored tomorrow night at the
Almaden Country Club. Chairmen
of the event are Barbara Perry
and Jean Zaunch.
The Reverend Malcolm Givaltney spoke to the members Monday night in conjunction with Re.
ligion-in-Life Week.
DELTA GAMMA
Fall pledge officers for Delta
Gamma are Mary Jane McWhorter. president; Jan Johnsen, vice
president; Dodie McMurry, secretary; Barbara Cushman, treasurer; Gabi Lusser, song leader; and
Sue Evers, junior panhellenic representative.
Tedd Wallace, Delta Gamma
Anchor Man and his mother were
honored at a Wednesday night
dinner.

A panel discussion was presented by Junior Panhellenic for all
sorority pledges Wednesday afternoon in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The topic discussed was "How
to Study and Budget Your Time."
Dr. Charles W. Telford of the
Psychology Department was moderator. and Jeanne Oakleaf, Viv- GAMMA Pill BETA
ian Andres, Gayle Grisham and
Miss
Helen Dimmick, Miss
Joan Healy were the other mem- Frances Gulland. and Mr. and
bers of the panel.
Mrs. Robert Baron were guests
at a dinner given by Gamma Phi
Sainte Claire. The brothers of Beta Thursday evening.
Wednesday the Gamma Phis
Theta Xi visited the sororities
last Wednesday night in search held an exchange with Sigma Chi.
PHI MU
of their Cinderella Queen.
The Phi Mu pledges pulled
a sneak last Friday night after
dinner and took the actives to
Burlingame where they spent the
Next Tuesday night the Oxford
night.
debaters will be honored at a dinner with several faculty members KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Last Wednesday the Kappa Alof the Speech and Drama Departpha Thetas and the Delta Upsiment. The debaters also will be lons held an exchange luncheon at
overnight guests of the 184 Club. the Theta house. A fee was chargSeveral members of 184 Club ed and the proceeds were donattraveled to Fresno for the game ed to the Campus Chest.
last Saturday.
Following the
New pledge officers are: Carol
game, tlaey attended an exchange Lee Stevens, president; Nancy
with the Fresno chapter of Sigma Newman. vice president; Barbara
Alpha Epsilon.
Longi nett i, secretary - treasurer;

184 Club Gives Dinner To Honor Queen

35 tablets
la Midi II

Alpha Chi Omegas and their
dates danced to the music of
Johnny Vaughn last Friday night
at the annual Masquerade Ball
which was held at the Red Barn
in Hillsdale.
New officers for the fall Pledge
class are Doona Dean, president;
Pauline Kessemeier, vice president: Judy Birnbaum, sectetarYtreasurer; Ida May Wall, activities; Joy Empey, song chairman;
and Lynn Hero’, social chairman.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Alpha Omicron Pi’s held their
pledge dinner-dance Saturday at
the Villa Hotel in San Mateo. A
pre-dance party was held at the
home of Pat Parkhill in Millbrae.
On Monday. the AOPis had an
exchange dinner with the KAs to
help raise money for the Campus
Chest Drive.

honor of the alumni and was held
at the house of chapter preside:
Bill Boorman during Homecoming weekend. The second party
was held at the Fresno State
chapter house following the Flea.
no-SJS game.
THETA CHI
, Theta Chi is holding a dance
with Sigma Chi tonight at the
’Hotel Lyndon in Los Gatos for
j the brothers and their dates.
Initiation ceremonies were held
SIGMA CHI .
1
Monday night for Ed Thibon.
I Tonight Sigma Chi and Theta
Ken Curtis. traveling secretary,
1Chi are holding a dance at the has been staying at the house for
Hotel Lyndon in Los Gatos. The
past few days.
dance may become an annual at- the
THETA XI
’ fair.
The pledges of Theta Xi are
The Sigs are making plans for
their annual Christmas party for having their pledge dance with
orphans. The party will be held the pledges of Phi Mu tomorrow
just before Christmas recess. The from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m, at the Hotel
Sweetheart candidates are to h.
guests at the party.
Bob Wright was recently elected as rush chairman for the comLaat
Wednesday night the
ing semester.
I members of 184 Club. a social orSIGMA PI
ganization, gave a dinner in honSigma Pi has obtained a new or of Homecoming Queen Domfraternity house at 561 S. 7th St. thy Fairburn and her attendants.
The new pledges for this se- las well as for the advisers of the
mester are Jim Kennedy, Bob Sit- I organization.
Vera. Leo Gardella, Chuck Price !Dean Stanley Benz and Dean
and Winston Adcock.
Elizabeth Greenleaf, who were bid
Spotlighting this semester’s so- for in the Campus Chest Drive,
tcial activities have been two ma- served as hashers for the occajor parties. The first was given in sion.

WILBUR JUST WOKE UP TO
THE FACT THAT HE IN CLASS!

Sorority Pledge Class Officers Elected,
Sneaks, Dances, Projects Are Planned
. Sharon Brown, social affairs; I
, Beth mobly, activities; Ruth Mon-;
flier. song leader: Lynn McDon.
:
ald junior panhellenic representaKAPPA DELTA
Newly elected pledge class offirers of Kappa Delta are Lois
Ghielmetti, president; Marty Hayes, vice president; Lisa Gray, secretary; Marilyn Fuetsch, treasurer; and Marlene Bergantz, junior
panhellenic representative. Appointed chairmen are Pat Naud,
scholarship; Renee Aymar, social;
Pat Tanner, activities; Vera SchMarie
metgen, publicity; Rose
Mason, song leader; Kathy McGarry, parliamentarian; and Anita Felice. house manager.
Kappa Delta will hold a pledge

dance Friday night at the Sports man’s Lodge in South San Franf
cisco. Parties preceding hthe
of
will be held at the
Lynne Donato, Diane Biggles. and
I.esley Andersen.
Karen Parkinson has been appointed new scholarship chairman. Mary Lou Frizzell Is new ,
secretary of Kappa Delta. Shelia
new big sister
Curran Is the
chairman.
SIGMA KAPPA
Sigma Kappas met with the Pi
Kappas Thursday night to discues
their annual trip to the Alms
House at Milpitas on Nov. 24.
Some of the women in the eh tertainment will be Judy Ilanson,
Judy Harvey, Judy Kyme and
Donna Arnold.

BUTTON-DOWN WINSOCKII
shirts I can wear one side buttoned and the other aide tin.
buttoned, thereby giving the
effect of wearing two types of
shirt at one time. Oh help me,
help me!"
Z.J. Graduate student at
the 7’.S. Sicinhurne School of
Beautiful Experiences. "Buttons remind me of pearls. Pearls
remind me of oysters. Oysters
remind me of indigestion. Indigestion reminds me of my doctor. lily doctor reminds me of
his nurse. She’s gorgeous. Gorgeous! So the more .buttons
the better."
Yes, there’s agreement that
button-down collars are the
thing. And there’s further
agreement that Van Heusen
is the king of Button-down
stylists. Just take a look at
Van Heusen Oxfordians next
time you’re in the market for
shirts. You’ll see immediately
why they’re famous. $5.00.

College students love shirts
with button-down collars, but
we’ve never known exactly
why. So Van Heusen’s research
department asked around and
got the following answers.
L.B. Senior at Mass. Institute of Entomology. "The buttons keep things from crawling
under your collar. Or, if things
do crawl under your collar,
the buttons prevent them from
crawling out again."
DI.D.E. Freshman at Horatio Alger Tech. "You get more
buttons so I figure the shirt is
more valuable. Is it?"
B.P. Junior at the Pate
School of Tonsorial Arta.
"They’re cooler! Wisps of air
blow through the little hole
in the button and keep my
clavicle at a refreshing temperature.
P.S. Senior of Makentoney’s
Correspondence School. "I’m a
neurotic. With Button-down

Introducing
the Arrow
Car Coat
Here’s a wonderful coat for
outdoor activity. It’s windproof.
water repellent, finger-tip in
lengthlooks and feels great.
Yours in two models; choke of
lightweight patterned lining
or quilted lining and detachable

.s,

hood for colder weather.
Arrow Car Coats from $19.95.

1‘ a ’-’

Other jackets from $12.95.
Arrow Crew neck sweater
just $10.00. Cluett,
Peabody & Company,

c4116
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It’s here, the winter -resistant Arrow Car Coat.
And it has everything: warmth, water
repellency, Comfort and good looks. In
solid -colored poplin, polished cotton, twills
and fine corduroy. Choke of plain or patterned
lminr. Come in and get yours ... now.
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Initiation Ceremony
By Eta Epsilon
Eta
social c:,Ezlorecen.

Eta Mu Phi Fraternity
WI I Meet Wednesday
The next meeting of Eta Mu
Phi, national honorary business ,
fraternity, will be held Wednesday. Notice of the meeting place’
has been sent out to the members..
unless they have changed their
address. They should contact Jack
Hi illand. adviser of the go sip, in
-

teen home ec majors and minors.
In ceremonies in the college
chapel, the following girls vivre
initiated: Violet Akimoto. Jeanne
Bamher, Ann Coyle, Mar’ene Hall
Joan Harshaw, Peggy Hept. Edith
Kawahara, Beverly Logan, Dottie
MeCaron, Sharon Norninatsu, Adele Russell, Janet Sasaki, Leora
Scattini, Joyce Straehen and Ile -

B70, in case of an address change.

On Oct. 30, Eta Mu Phi initiated the following members: Joseph L. Abreu, Jr., Salvatore V.
Alberti. Spencer K. Anderson,
James M. Aubrey, Dale J. Bell.
William I.. Brewster, George R.
Chase, Charles M. Clingny Jr., Les
Conklin, Bill Douglas. Denneth G.
Eddy, Mark Edward. Robert W.
Initiates Announced
Foy, Neville R. Griffin, Tom Han Phi Upsilon Omicron. nationalinigan. Thomas Jones, Robert Keshome economics professional so-Iselring, Charles B. King. Sergei
rority, initiated five women and l T. Konovaloff, Gordon Lacey.
honored them at a luncheon at Wayne Lindsley, Lee McGovern.
the De Anza Hotel Saturday.
Robert
Mechler, Seung 110
New
initiates
Donald C. Parlier, Joyce
are
Jeanne, New,
Dicky. Dorothy McCaron, Sharon Pugliese, Richard Robinson, RogNamimatsu, and Nancy Williams. er L. Ross, Douglas R. Rowe, Bill
Mrs. Margaret B. Gylling, assist-IStegall, Charles A. Sanderson.
ant professor of home economics, Art Strewn, William B. Sturgeon,
was initiated as an alumna mem- George Neil Sullivan, Bud Travi.
her, She was a member of Delta William Wolfe, Edwin Pokle, Pete
Nu Theta, forerunner of Phi Up. Ueberroth, Fred Bohmfalk, Ronilon Omicron, when she was a ert B. Ruff Jr., John A. Westphal,
Benjamin Salvon and Richard
student at San Jose State,
Stiles
Miss Helen Mignon, professor
emeritus of home economics, was
the after-luncheon speaker.
LETS GO TO CHURCH
ON SUNDAY

Here’s something
to write home
about!
If your folks are coming
to San Jose at Thanksgiving and want a "just like
home
atmosphere, tell
them to make reservations
at Traveler’s Rest Motel.
Lovely, modern rooms at
reasonable rates
Close -in

TRAVELER’S
REST MOTEL

Claire Crompton is house supervisor. The new officers are now
planning this fall’s schedule of
activities.

Alpha Beta Alpha, national librarianship honorary fraternity,
recently announced the names of
11 new pledges. They are Joan
Hagen. Lynn Vermillion. Barton
Snyder, Robert Brown, Louise,
Newman, Dorothy Jones, Marnell
Hillman, Peter Hartmus, Bernard
Leong, Virginia Barrett and Ed- ,
ith Malamud.
According to Carol Olein, president, Alpha Beta Alpha is planning a Christmas party on Dec. 3
and a rummage sale on Jan. 11.

Shorthand Lab
To Open Monday
"Do you need help with your
shorthand?" That’s the question
that the members of Pi Omega
Pi, national busincss education
fraternity, are asking.
The organization is sponsoring
a shorthand laboratory next week
for all students who feel they need
help in beginning or advanced
work.

Lutheran Students I nstall New Officers
Ness officers of the Lutheran
Students Assn.. installed Thurs-1
day at Grace Lutheran Church,
are Louise Louis, president; Karvice president, and
en Becker,

Marian Wolfe, secretary -treasurer. Other members of the council
are Sandi Mather, Nancy Lampe,
Lorna Hummel, Marlene Norstad,
Dick Beske and Don Graydon.
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SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS ON
FINE HOLIDAY FASHIONS

lilli ann’s coats:

and

Pinnings,

Dolls

PARTANT

DA111.4-3

Announce

Spartan Society

Engagements
N1.111,1,

PINNINGS
FRIEDENBACH-01./Ts

Marilyn Ousts suprised her
Kappa Alpha Theta sisters by
Wowing ova the traditional candle
announcing her pinning to Jack
Friedenbuch of Alpha Tau Omega.
Miss Ottzts is a junior education
major from Sarriunento, while
Vrirdenbach is a senior business
len York.
from Los Altos.
Following initiation. Lois forelli, secretary. led a discussion, ALTIEBI-KLOSTEtt
How
Doese
Your
Career
"
tc
ff
A
fin Nov. 12, Nancy Kloster curYour Home Life?" She was die Delta Gamma sisters
cussion leader of this topic at prised her
her pinning to
the Northern California and Ne- by announcing
vada, Home Economics College I Pete Altieri of San Mateo. Miss
Club Convention held in Oasis Kloster is a freshman kindergarten-primary major from Burlinshortly after initiation
game. Alfieri is a member of Sig-------ma Nu at the University of CaliHell Elects Officers
fornia where he is a history eduResidents of Lynssood I lull, cation major.
boarding house for college worn en, have elected Judy Barker pre. LOKEE-WEISS
sident for the fall semester. Other
A Thanksgiving motif at the
new officers are Muriel McPher- Delta Gamma house Monday
son, vice president and campus night was used to announce tlw
board chairman, and Marilyn pinning of Nancy Weiss to Dan
Mercer. secretary -treasurer.
Losee. Miss Weiss is a sophomore

Alpha Beta Alpha
Chooses Pledges

1315 S. FIRST STREET

Guys

I Pi iday, November 22. 1!IST

,

-.
mega. who is a graduate s!
in radio and TV front Sat,,!
his pinninghas announced
Betsy Engetkin., a
.
phawsophy majoi. front -

!

ENGAGEMENTS

, Architect DesignsStancl
For Blind Newsdealer
By DOC QUIGG

BUSTER -JONES
i The traditional candle was 11155.
led at the Delta Gamma house recently to announce the engagement of Marilyn.Jones to p,obert
Buster. Miss Jones is a sophomore education major from Mon’ rovia. Iler fianec. is a member of
Kappa Sigma Sigma at the University of Redlands. Ile is economics major and plans to study
law at the University 4-4 California upon graduation. A Feht.tiat.y
wedding is planned.

flick 0’.
NEW YORK it:PI
Connor. a blind newsdealer who
has peddled papers and magazines
on the same corner for 21 years,
says he may not he the richest
newsy in the world, but he’s the
only one whose shack was planned and designed by an architect.

’

This wasn’t any old architect
The finn that blueprinted O’Ciin
nor’s three -by -six-foot newsstaed
happens also to be the one that
designed the United Nations uildingy and helped with the flock.,
feller Center complex.

! FREENOR-LOWMAN

In addition, he works on a Oili
walk which in cold weather is radiantly heated, an underfoot condition to be appreciated by a man
who works outdoors nine hours a
day.

Joan Lowman announceil her
engagement recently to Francis
Freenor, an education major (rom
San Jose. Miss Lowman is n home
economic major from Los Altos.

education major from Sacramento. Losee, who is affiliated with BENSON-WIKOFT
Delta Upsilon, is a junior indusDiane Wikoft surprised her
trial arts major from Alameda. Kappa Kappa Gamma sisters at
the pre-pledge dance party when
ELFEN-THORNE
she announced her engagement to
Bob Elfen, sophomore accountBill Benson, Alpha Tau Omega.
ing major from Piedmont, has anMiss Wikoff is an advertising manounced his pinning to Kathy
jor, while Benson is a senior husecoThorne, a sophomore home
iness major. No definite wedding
nomics major front Los Angeles.
plans are made.
Miss Thot.ne is an Alpha Phi,
while Elfen is a Sigma Chi.
PAULSON-LATEER
Marilyn Lateer, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, recently announced her
English Organization
Paulson.
engagement to Paul
Receives Recognition
Kappa Alpha. Miss Lateer is an
Recently organiiiiti aith 12 education graduate from Stockton
Epsilon Eta Sigma. and is now teaching in Cupertino.
members.
English honorary society, plans Date of the wedding has not yet
its first get-together Nov. 24 at ’2 been announced.

,The day that Dick opened hi.
new stand was like opening rIti
in a new office building, Two of
his lady customers sent baskets
of flowers. and they made a fine
show among the stacks of papers

shiny new hiii.,ting was cii!,;iiet
he demanded his coiner hack.

Ile told us his entire business
eareer had been on this corner.
That it was home to him, a C.I.T.
"We decided to
man recalled.
have a newsstand designed for
him to conform with the new
building"

GOOD FOR
$1.00

THIS COUPON

ON ANY PURCHASE
OF $3 15 OR MORE

Ed Eby, Florist
525 E. Santa Clara

HI -WAY MOTEL
60 Un:ts end Aparttnnts
Coffee Shop Rstaornt
Swimming Pool
Hatsi
Ft.,* TV and Room

2112 S. FIRST STREET

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery

For two years, during demoh.
lion and construction work oil
the site, O’Connor had to mine
i his old wooden stand, painted
green in the New York tradition,
across the street. But when the,

p.m. at the home of Mrs. Pet-le
Rogers in Los Gatos, Marjorie
MARRIAGES
Nickson, secretary, announced toIIALE-MONIZ
day.
Walt Hale, a graduate social
The group, which has received
science major. has announced to
Student
from
the
recognition
the brothers of Lambda Chi AlCouncil, hopes to enlist members
pha that he will take Yvonne Mo.
who are English majors or who
niz, Alpha Omicron Pi, as his wife
hae completed IS units of Engin the Sacred Heart Catholic
lish, have an overall grade point
Clutch this Sunday. Miss Moniz is
average of 30 and a grade point
presently teaching school.
average in English of 3.0, Miss
Nickson said.
IBIRTHIAUME-PARSONS
The organization will meet
At the Gamma Phi PA ta house
twice monthly. Programs will in- recently Joyce Parsons announced
clude speakers and discussions in her marriage to Don Birthiattme.
the field of English.
The former Miss Parsons is a senOfficers are Loree Arthur, ior music and education major
president;
Perle Rogers, vice from San Carlos, while Birthiapresident; Jeanne Cushing, treas- ume is a senior music major from
urer; avid Marjorie Nickson, see- San Jose. The couple now resides
lin San Jose.
retary.

Breakfast,

Lon
Dinner
& E. SANTA CLARA

The arrhitecturally acceptable
stand is on the corner of 59th
In
street and Madison avenue.
front of the new building of the
C.I.T. Financial Corp., a decoroust, smooth -faced structure of polished black granite, stainless
steel. and green glass.

r

For Fun and Health

Rent a Bike
Lightweight & Bicycles for 2

PAUL’S CYCLES
1’435 THE ALAMEDA
CY press 3-9766

ORIENT

9 5 8

1

SUMMER

HOWARD TOUR
days - Ali Inclus,ve Program

HAWAII - PHILLIPINES - HONG KONG - JAPAN
Discover the Orient. the Land of Marco Polo, the fabled far fast Round lop steamer via American President Lines An entirely new Orient
plan, emphasizing social and evening events in addition to sightseeing
CONSULT

Mrs. Wm. La Follette
San Jose. Calif.
171 So. 11th St.

CY 3-8142

america’s finest!

america’s leading fashion -creator’s
costs! you’ll recognize the dressy
parisian look at once . . . and
identify the label! yes, you guessed
it! in sumptuous imported fabr,cs

reg.
$100 to

$125

9

pastel furblend sweaters
reg.

12.95

798

slip-ons and cardigan.
in beautiful, holiday
pastels; drelsMaker
styles.

Icela.n.clic
Breezy as the winter wind ... worm

matching corduroy
quilt skirts
reg.

as only Icelandic all wool can be
this craggy, crew -neck pullover by

850

10.95

Forstmanr is in truly authentic,

full circle skirts with
flew di lis quitting in the
finesrcorduroy, in lovely
pastels to match the
sweaters. Sizes 8 to 16

up-to-the-minute Ivy- styling.

See

this

virile full fashioned sweater in person
in charcoal, charcoal brown and
12.95

Santo Clara red. 38.46.
Men I Furnishings

Street Floor

30 yard -sweep
petticoats
only

598

never have we seen a prettier,
fuller Petticoat’ 30 yards nf
permanently crap nylon net .
a
delight to the eye at a down-to-earth
price many lovely colors

SAN JOSE
SUNNYVALE

SANTA CLARA AT MARKET

CY 3-3636

TAAFFE ST AT McKINLEY

RE 6-1220

MADEMOISELLE, 149 South First, San Jose
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Scholastic Program

COMMANDER

Air Force Begins
’Active Research’

WASHINGTON--(UPH While
the Defense Department was annourcing yesterday that it plans
to b..Id a Lige missile base in
Wyoming an Air Force production chief sad "active research"
on both -manned ballistic vehic,’ace platforms" is
Ics- and
undemay.
The Defense I 0-partment saki
construction if the 65 -million dollar base. %%bid" is aparently intended to handle the first Atlas
intercontinental ballistic missiles.
would begin at Francis E. Warren
Air Force Base in (Theyenne "during the middle part" f 1958.
The Pentagon did not announce
the purpose of the new missile
site but observers gathered from
the wording of the announcement
that it was intended as a launching base for the 5500-mile range
Atlas missile.

launch, a space %chicle "of considerable sgze "
He said such vehicles would be
a -natural continuation" of Air
Force missions and will "take

Missile Information
Disclosures Told
PAi.-11:1’) A
censicted Sosiet spy yesterday
told Senate subcommittee inVestigators that R11.043 obtained
U.S. secrets on npaee platforms
and atorn-pouered planes from
executed espionage agent Julius
Rosenberg.
A t the same time, David
Greenglass said Rosenberg and
his nife, Ethel. turned 0 s e r
secret information on anti -missile missiles to the Russians.
Robert Morris, counsel for the
Senate Internal Security ( OMmittee, said GreenIglass. Rosen berg’s brother-in-law, told him
of the Incident during a 90.
minuteintervieu at the federal
penitentiary here.
Morris spoke to both Green glass and convicted spy Harry
Gold here.
Nlorriti said both Gold and
Greenglass Kase specific instances concerning particular
projects which were turned user
to the Russians, thereby’ sassing
them time.

’WITHOUT A DOUBT
Meanwhile Lt Gen. C. S Irvine,
Air Force deputy chief of staff
for materiel was speaking before
a meeting of the National Defense
Transportation Association here
in Washintgon.
lie said the Air Force "without
a doubt" could today develop and

their place in the logical progresskin of the air-space weapons system:The Air Force’s assigned missions. he said, are air defense of
the United States, retaliation
against an aggressor starting a
global war and quick action to
put down limited wars.
R USSO
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(Continued from Page 1/

"We are rt-searehing all scientific fields toward the development of military space vehicles
which will add to this assurance
in the future." Irvine said.
He did not define "manned ballistic vehicles." There has been
(ficial talk of, piloted vehicles,
shaped like bullets, which would
be rocketed out of the atmosphere
and then glide on, wings to distant
destinations on earth.
MEN NEEDED
The Defense Department’s announcement said 4000 to 5000 men
would be needed to operate the
projected Wyoming missile facility.
It added that Air Training Command schools now located at the
base would be transferred to other
training command installations as
construction on the base proceeded.
The Pentagon said the Air Force
Air Research and Development
ARDC) would take over the
Warren Base. It was expected to
come under command jurisdiction
of Maj. Gen. B. A. Schriever. commander of the ARDC’s ballistic
missile division.
The base apparently will be fully
equipped for launching the big
missiles which could areak across
the top of the world to Russian
targets in 30 Minutes.
The Atlas, now under test at
the Florida Missile Test Center,
is designed for a range of 5,500
miles and a speed of more than
15,000 miles an hour.
MISSILE PROGRAM
Meanwhile. Re p. George H.
Mahon (121-Tex.), who is chairman of the House Defense Appropriations Subcommittee which
is investigatiing the entire U.S.
missiles program, caFled for an
end to inter-service missile rivalry
and the immediate production in
quantity of U.S. intermediate
range ballistic missiles.
And Vice President Richard M.
Nixon said t he United States
trails Russia in misiles because of
a "calculated decision" during the
Truman administration ,to stress
development of long range bombers.
Nixon said the United States
now is making "a massive effort"
to catch up with the Soviet Union.
He emphasized the word massive.

Children’s Play Ends
Run Here Tomorrow
"Chop-Ghin and the Golden
Dragon." a children’s play written
by graduate student Sylvia Cirone,
will be presented this afternoon
at 4 p.m. and will end its run tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
in the Studio Theatre.
The whimsical production won
top honors in last year’s playwriting contest held on campus.
J. Wendell Johnson has designed colorful settings for the play,
and Berneice Prisk has contributed costumes to match. John
Kerr, associate’porfessor of drama,
directs.
’
A large cast of characters is
headed by Richard Parks as Chop
Chin and Robert Montilla as the
emperor.

We have a complete line of bakery goods

Turkeys

to make your party tops.

CUP

CAKES

Awards Winner
Will Be Shown

from such nationally known organizations as General Petroleum,
Kaiser Corp , Ford Motors anci
Sylvania Corp. . Dean Benz w as
asked if he felt SJS lacks adequate recognition off-campus.
In reply, Dean Benz used the
job requests to prove SJS is
known to the "biggest companies."
He admitted that most of these
concerns have offices in the Bay
Area and could be acquainted with
the school because of their proximity. SJS’ reputation as a teacher
training institutinn, he stressed.
continues, par-excellance.

Ise on T11111411111 problem, French Foreign MiniSet-king comp
and AdIal E. Stevenson, ads bier to
ater Christian Pineal’ (left
U.S. State Departinent, hold preliminary confercnee at French
Photo by Internal Iona!,
embasss in Washington.

High Winds Batter Southern California Coast
mountain passes, howled out
ii u -the
UP
I Strong winds in gusts up to 73 of the northeast yesterday mornmiles an hour battered southern ing, raising an eye-blinding dust
California yesterday, threatening cloud as high as sax) feet.
to develop into "one of the most
IMP
severe- Santa Ana type storms in
recent years.
The dread Santa Ana, a term
applied by the weather bureau
.%) hen wind, heat and dust COMhint,
to
plague residents below

3

150 E. Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
Bargain Prices
Fresh Meats

Excellent Service
FRESH SPARERIBS
.49 lb.

THE GASOLINE WITH TCP

VEAL CHOPS
Shouldr Cuts
.48 lb.

Finest Automotive Maintenance
Excellent Lubrication
Fast, Courteous Service
Convenient
If you’re late for class, we’ll park your car for you

STATE SHELL SERVICE
98 SOUTH FOURTH
Across from Student Union

CY 5-8968

BONELESS
SIRLOIN STEAK
Lean and Tender
.82 lb.
GENUINE
LAMB CHOPS
Choice Cuts
.85 lb.

i=1111=li

Seniors and
Graduate
Students

Five -Day Watch

in

SACRAMENTO -- (UP)
A
boxer dog who stood guard over
his dead master for five days,
Wednesday attempted to fight off
county authorities who arrived
to take chart,- of the body.

Engineering
Business
Physical Science
Liberal Arts

of

two

Sizes

SAN JOSE STATE:

talk over your future

NOVEMBER 25 & 26

$2, $4 8, SI I
$5.50

20 for 30c
50c
12 for 35t

Bluegate Candles

140111111.10111111.1

Ready for action, the Nike Hercules (MR created by
the successful tram of (IS. Army Ordinance, Western Electric, Douglas Aircraft, and Bell Telephone
Laboratorie&.

20 for 30c

Paper Plates 6
ialitv

STATE MEAT
MARKET

"Treasure of Sierra Madre," a
powerful movie selected as one of
the ten best in 1948 and winner
Academy Awards, will be
shown free of charge Monday at
7:30 p.m. in the College Theatre.
The film is part of the "Unusual
Movie Series" under the direction
of Dr. Hugh Gillis of the Speech
and Drama Department.
The hard hitting account . of
three American derelicts gold prospecting in Mexico presents a brilliant study of the violent effect of
greed upon human relationships.
The movie stars Humphrey
Bogart and Walter Huston. John
Huston directed what critics consider his best picture.

Cocktail NaPkins

ROLLS
Parties are our

Cadet Maj. Lawrence C. Curtis
has been named Commander of
the San Jose State College Air
Force ROTC Corps of Cadets, according to Lt. Col. Emery A.
Cook, professor of air science.
Cadet Curtis, a senior mathematics major from Santa Clara,
succeeds cadet Lt Col. William D.
Reese who held the position for
the past seven weeks.
Members of the commander’s
staff follow: Anthony M. Cook,
Robert D. Engel, and William D.
Reese, inspectors; Charles H.
Hartford, adjutant; Bernard D.
Pianalto, assistant adjut an t;
Thomas R. Baumgartner, personnel;
William H. Lynn, operations;
David W. Parker, sgt. maj.; William H. Sturgeon. operations sergeant; and John L. Salamida, information servies.
New squadron commanders for
the Cadet Corps are Alfred F.
Ottaviano, Gary R. Gurley, and
Loren J. Kuester.

Tablecloths
Bridge Tallies

COOKIES

SNAILS

Cadet C.O.

Horn of Plenty
Napkins

DONUTS

GetsNew

and other table decorations

PLANNING A PARTY?

PIES

CADET LAWRENCE CURTIS
... New AFROTC Commander

Compared with the Cal-off.’i,:t
major in Indo-Malay languages.
SJS’ language problem falls by i
the wayside. Dean Hareleroad expressed concern over the SJS
language situation, stating that
Italian has been added only because there is a qualified instructor with time to teach it.
Students must take an inter- ’
est in curzitaila ads minces, or
neu courses cannot h.- retained.
the dean said. A. an example,
he cited the Aniatic civilization
class inaugurated this semester.
This course, an electise for
either social science or humanities credit which does limit require a prerequisite, as as designed for 100 students, and only
30 enrolled.
As for faculty academic qualifications, Dr. Harcleroad pointed
out that 79 new faculty members
this term have a doctorate or almost have completed work for one.
A practical note was added by
Du [leas% Benzr wghroadsut raetsessed rteeheehre,ed-

Thanksgiving
Centerpieces

San Jose, California

CAKES

CONFERENCE ON TUNISIA

for 35c

with the Bell System

50c to $2.75

Extra Large Napkins, 18"

20 for 390

Pacific Telephone. .

Dennison Turkey -Pumpkin Cutouts
Dennison Flameproof Crepe Paper

Technical and non -technical graduates for
engineering and administrative positions
on the Pacific Coast.

Thanksgiving Greeting Cords

seasionery
()th,, supplies

Irsogymii.ekgrille 1..

Technical and non -technical graduates for
engineering and administrative positions
throughout the United States.
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77 S. FIRST ST.

SIGN UP IN ADVANCE AT

THE PLACEMENT SERVICE.

Profs Schedule
Wage Increase
WASHINGTON (UP)_American college professors plan to use
the familiar "A" to "F" grading
system in a drive for a 100 per
Cant boost in faculty salaries.
The new use of the grades
would apply to faculty salaries in
colleges and universities. Those
doing the grading would be men
end women most familiar with
-

Residents
Again Have
Fresh Air

’SKULL COLLECTOR’

both the technique and the salariesthe professors.
Colleges end universities with
the highest pay scales would get
an "A." while those with the lowest woud be graded "F." A spokesman said salaries paid by some
schools are too low even to rate
even an ’14."
The project, difficult for anyone
but professors since salary schedules on many campuses now are
surprisingly difficult to obtain, is
planned as part of a fuU-scale effort by the American Association
of University Professors to publicize and improve low faculty pay
scales.
An association spokesman said
it is difficult to state an "average" college professor’s salary.
A few, he said, receive a salary
equaling the $24.000-a -year niche
reserved for football
usually
coaches and these throw off averages. But he said probably a
fair
median
salary
estimate
would be in the neighborhood of
about $6,000 a year. That compares with a recommended minimum for a full professor of
$12,000.
The spokesman
noted that
some colleges have in the past
six months hiked their faculty
:Ala:les-some as high as 18 to
20 per cent. Among those granting recent pay raises, he said.
were Harvard, Yale, Swarthmore
and the Universities of Oregon,
Wisconsin and Alabama.

WEST
prrrsnURG.
Calif.
(UPIResidents of West Pittsburg enjoyed fresh air again yesterday after having been blanketed with an irritating orange cloud
orsulfuric acid fumes Wednesday
because workers at the Shell
Chemical Plant here accidentally
transferred a carload of acid into
the wrong vat.
Shell officials said a violent
chemical reaction occurred when
workmen began transferring a
mixture of sulfuric acid and oil
used in manufacturing fertilizer
Into q 500,000 gallon sludge tank
which had been previously used
for another chemical.
The result was a bright orange
cloud which blanketed half of this
town of 5000 and had residents
gasping from a stench described
as "a cross between rotten eggs
and who-knows -what."
A company spokesman said
there was no explosion and no injuries. He said the fumes, although irritating were not poisonous.
About 20 company firemen
poured streams of water on the
Thanksgiving services \A in be
tank for more than an hour be- held Tuesday in the College Chafore the reaction was brought pel at 1:30 and 6:30 p.m.
under control.
The services are conducted by
the Student Christian Council and
Violoncellist To Ploy will center around the theme of
Mstislav Rostropovich, violon- "Can We Be Thankful Today?"
Speakers and their subjeets will
cellist, will accompany the Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by be Sharon Maloney, "Beauty";
Sir Malcolm Sargent, in today’s Grace Crotts, "Faith"; and Welrecorded concert in the Library. yin Stroud, "Achievement." Dr.
Greenleaf,
associate
Selections to be played include Elizabeth
Saint-Saens’ Concerto In A minor dean ,of students. and Miss Shirand 5Iiaskovsky’s Concerto in C. ley Correll. instructor in physical education, will be guest speakers.
In addition to these speeches
Bungalow Fountain
there will be hymns, scripture
Reasonable Prices
Fine Food
readings, poems and a duet. A
Dinner
Breakfast Lunch
free will offering will he tak,a,
Sun. 7 00 - 2 00
De.li 6 30 7.00
with the proceeds going to CARE
Corner 9th & Williamt

’Thankful Today
Services Will Be
In College Chapel

A&M Auto Repair
General Auto Repair
Autornat7c Transrniss;on Spec;Ity
CY 5-4247
Student Rates
456 E. San Salvador. San Jose

ACE
LUNCHEON__ _
476 SOUTH TENTH
featuring

QUICK SERVICE
70e
70e
25c

Ham & Eggs
Bacon & Eggs
Hot Cakes
Egg Omelets
LUNCH

65c
PLATE

75c
Main Course Changes
Daily

’1

MEETINGS

I

Calif. Society of Professional
Engineers, student chapter meeting. tonight, 7:30, E118.
Freshman Class, skit committee plan for Dec. 2 rally, today,
3:30 p.m., Dugout.
lintel, meeting, Monday, 8 p.m..
Student "Y."
Presbyterian College Fellowship, questions concerning Religioun-in-Life Week, Sunday, 6 p.m.,
Student Christian Center.
Student Christian Counci I,
meeting, today, 12:30 p.m., Student "Y."
Wesley Foundation, Snack Supper, followed by program, "The
Myth of Thanksgiving," Sunday,
6 p.m 24 N. 5th St
Open at I P.M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave., CY 74900
Near the Civic Auditorium

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

WANTED

1 Man to Share apt. 50 N. 7th, Expert Typing done In my home.
Call Marie. ES 7-2159.
Apt. 4. $23.50. CY 4-1344.
Men Students: Rm. & Bd. Excel!. Typing done, term papers, reports.
meals, modern rms. Hurry! 2 wks. etc. 530 S. 6th, Apt. 2, CY 4-05.35.
free! CY 7-3549.
Male wishing to work 21$ his.
Furn. apt & bath. 1/$ blk. to col- during Thanksgiving & Christmas
lege. Accom. 4 girls, most utilities
vacation. Contact Art Battino at
pd. Gar. CY 2-1327.
CY 4-0897 between 6-7 P.M.
Girls Filen, Apt. 3 rms. & bath.
One girl share apt, two others
utls. paid. CY 4-2902.
near school. CY 4-3492 evenings.
warm rms. Kit.
BoysClean
priv., $25 mo. 617 S. 6th St.
Wanted: Rider to L.A. area
Thanksgiving recess. CY 5-8980,
FOR SALE
Bikes 24". woman’s Lightweight.
Mates Standard. $15 es. CY 2-7167

I

Shocking authorities, Ed Os-in (right), Wautom t, Wis., !landsman, leads them to shed Mier, the
body of Mrs. Bernice \Norden, store owner, was f ’and strung up b3 the heels. Iii home nun filled
with .human :duals he admitted taking from graves.photo by International.

oman Still
Loves Ghoul
By UNITED PRESS
While Ed Gein, confessed killer of two women and possessor of
a grisly collection of human heads, was being charged yesterday witil
first degree murder for the butchering of Mrs. ,Bernice Worden, a
woman whose 20 -year romance almost ended in marriage to Gein
told newsmen she still loves the mild-mannered bachelor farmer.
"He is good and kind and sweet,- Adeline Watkins, 50, Plainfield, Wis., was quoted as saying Wednesday in a copyrighted story
by Minneapolis Tribune staff writer Worth Bingham.
Miss Watkins said she went with
Gein for 20 years, and turned
down a proposal to marry the bachelor farmer who has admitted
killing two women and robbing
graves of women’s heads.
Approximately 200 people atMeanwhile, Grin’s attorney entended the California Student
Teacher s’ Assn. Professional tered a plea of innocent by reason
Problems Conference held at SJS of insanity and the hollow-eyed relast Saturday (Nov. 16), accord- cluse was bound over to circuit
court for trial.
ing to Claire Strauss, publicity
The whole proceeding lasted
chairman.
President
John T. Wahlguist about three minutes. Gein also engave the official greeting from tered a plea of innocent to a robthe college. The main speaker Ivry charge in connection with
was Dr. Gervais W. Ford, head theft of a cash register from the
of the ’secondary education de- Plainfield store of Mrs Warden.
partment, who spoke on "The
Challenge of Soviet Education ¶
American Education."
Lunch was served by Alpha Phi
Omega, canipus service fraternity.
A first prize of $2500 is being
CSTA will have a general meeting Tuesday (Nov. 261 afternoon offered by the Thomas Y. Crowell
at 3:30, to nominate officers. Miss Co. for a full length fiction manStrauss urges all members to at- uscript of at least 70,000 words.
An outright award of $2500 will
tend.
he given to the prize winner and
publication of the manuscript by
Thomas Y. Crowell Co. will take
place within 12 months after the
award has been made. In addition,
standard royalties will be paid.
AlumniIi nit tlie Sacramento
The company is offering the
area will hold their first club contest in order to encourage
meeting in several years when young men and women to write
former SJS Spartans from Placer, worthwhile, book -length fiction
Sacramento, Sutter. Yolo and about their contemporaries or
nearby counties gather in Sac- some other subject of their choosramento Nov. 26.
ing and help launch them on sucThe club meeting is being held cessful writing careers.
at. the University Club and is
Those eligible to enter the conscheduled to begin at 8 p.m. Two test include any undergraduate or
hundred people are expected to graduate student, not more than
attend, according to Dick Boyd, 25 years of age, attending any
field director.
American college or university
’ The Choraliers, with William .7. during the academic year 1957-58.
Erlendson, professor of music, directing, will provide entertainment. Marty Feldman, Spartan German Design Topic
line coach, will address the group. Of Tuesday Lecture
Dec Arends, head of the Citizens
Dr. Wayne I. Champion, assoCommittee for a Progressive San ciate professor of industrial arts
Jose State College, is also sche- and education, will speak on "Deduled to speak.
sign in German Schools." Tuesday evening at 7:30 in the Wood
Shop at the Epsilon Pi Tau meetPopulafion Increases
ing.
s
In California Prisons:
Dr. Champian. Fulbright ScholNow Numbers 16,543.
arship winner, recently returned
SACRAMENTO (UP ) ---Califor- from Europe where he made a
nia’s prison "population" increas- study of content and method of
ed by some 1168 inmates during design instruction in West Gerthe past year, the State Depart- many universities and technical
ment of Corrections said today. schools.
In its monthly report to Gov.
Goodwin J. Knight, the department said there were 16,543 fel- Congress May Be Asked
ons In California prisons as of To Raise Debt Ceiling
Oct. :31. That was an Increase of
V.’ASHINGTON -Pi
7.6 per cent over the 1956 figure.
Treasury Secretary Robert B
Anderson said yesterday that the
administration may ask Congress
next year to raise the 275-billiondollar ceiling on the national debt.
He said no final decision has
Travel with
been made, howttver, and "we will
Unbelievable Low Cost continue to make every effort" to
remain within the present spending limit
60

Student Teachers
Hold Conference;
SJS Plays Host

Crowell Co. Offers
Contest- $2500 Prize

SJ State Alums
To Hold Reunion

Nave a WORLD of FUN!
MA

Europe
$51,

One,,,’

LOST

Lost: One R&E heirloom slide
’49 Ford, 4-door, overdrive, tires rule near library Monday. Reward.
and engine in good cond. See 104 E. Empire, Apt. 5, Wedel.
Larry Costello. 655 S. 6th between
5 and 6 weekdays.
MISCELLANEOUS
13’ Inboard Runabout, V-8 10
Trailer, Skis. Glassed Bottom. Will the girl who picked up the
.Cheap, Must Sell. 67 S. 9th. CY 7- wrong black coat at a party Sat
night. Call CY 7-7940.
6395.

SHOCKS NATION

hem $99$
43-65 ow
mom, row. ,.riva
A ,,,,!,. erf.I, ,s
pi-SD LtSS Also In,, too Pip. Is Mexico
5149 up, Sewn" A ft...nee We up,
Hawaii Study Tow 5191 up and
,,...
World 5139$ us
s de
1,1. yew Tr1 Atell
’Still
111 TA 313 Geary SC, S.F. i
tsar
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ix 2.7370
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Career Guides for Seniors
Available in Placement Office

’
a career guide tor nether Olen
planning to go into business and
industry, is now available in the
Placement Office, Room 235 in
the new Administration 13uildhill.
Over 100 industrial companies
contribute to this annual publication. which is distributed to over
600 American college campuses
each year. The books are free,
and 810 copies have been alloted
to San Jose State.
A new addition to the book this
year is the "college interview index," a cross reference showing
in g sjsesast. in visits planned b>
recruitingincluding at over 200 campuses,
employers

Representatives of the folic-ovine organizations will be on campus to interview graduating seniors next week. Interested students may contact the Placement
Office, Room 235 in the Administration’ Building, for appointments.
Union Elementary School District. Los Gatos, Monday. 9:20
a.m. to 4:20 p.m.
Pacific Telephone and Tele1
graph Co., Monday and Tuesday,
19 a.m. to 5 pm., interested in engineering, business, social science
and liberal arts majors.
Western Electric Co., Monday
and Tuesday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., interested in engineering, physics
and business administration majors.
California State Personnel
Board, Monday and Tuesday, 9:20,
a.m. to 4:20 p.m.. interested in
students with majors in biological
science, liberal arts, business administration. accounting, statistics
and real estate.
Pan American World Airways,
Tuesday. 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Interested in girls for stewardess
trainees.
The following schools now have
mid-year openings, according to
13. C. Hintergardt, teacher placement officer. Interested students
may contact the Placement Office
for applications and further information.
Rio Vista Elementary School
District, first grade teacher.
Lindsay Unified School District,
first, second and third grades and 1
a Spanish teacher.
Stockton Unified School Dis-1

Recent Grad
To Begin AF
Active Duty
Second Lt. Donald J. Karpen
a June 1957 graduate of the Air
Force ROTC program at San Jose
State College. has received his orders to report for active duty at
Lackland Air Force Base.
While at Lackland AFB, he
will undergo approximately six
weeks of processing and preflight training. From there he
will be assigned to a pilot training school for the purpose of primary flight training, which lasts
for eleven months.
Upon graduation, he will he
awarded the silver pilot wings,
and be assigned to an operational flying unit.
Lt. Karpen, a graduate of James Lick High School in San Jose,
is married to the former Miss Liz
Heath. Both were active in SJS
activities. Lt. Karpen was an active member and president of Delta Sigma Phi fraternity.

Ministry Students
To Attend Confab
Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of
students, requests that all men interested in attending the Fourth
Conference on the Ministry at
Berkeley Baptist Divinity School
Jan. 31. Feb. 1 and 2 contact him
as soon as possible.
A letter from Ralph M. Johnson, president of the school, states
that juniors and seniors who ri.)
not plan to enter the ministry
now but might be interested later
are urged to attend.
- -

PIZZA GARDENS
Finest Pirta in the World
1347 HeKEE ROAD
CY 2 575)

cards"
-!udents to pick up
to 10 -Career" companies they
would most like to interview.
Cards are sent to the publishers of
"Career," who forward them to
the companies selected. l.ater in
the year, these companies may set
up interviews through tile Placement Office with students who
with II,
have indicated
curds.

Choir To Perform
With Orchestras

SJS. a cappella cInni. 1,1 I,,,
1William Eriencison, professor of
In addition. "interview selector [ music, will be heard in the Cis ic
Auditorium tonight with the San
Joan Symphony Orchestra. They
will perform Kodaly’s Te Drum.

Placeitteht Ceittet

We Cater te Partkis
DINNERS a la carte
from $1.30
Boyshore of Julian

\

_

The choir also will be heard in
San Francisco with the San Fran.trict, driver training and junior cisco Symphony Orchestra on
Dec. 18, 19 and 20f The work
high math.
performed will be the Handel OrLong BeaCh Public Schools, opatorio, Judas Ataccabaeus.
enings in all secondary and elementary fields
Arcata Elementary School DisEPISCOPAL
trict, kindergarten through third !
Services fit Trinity
SI North 2nd
grades.
W. B. Murdock, Rector,
West Sacramento School Dis11:00 A.M. Holy Communion
930 and 11:00 AV
trict, first grade.
Worship Services

PATRONIZE YOUR 1
ADVERTISERS
CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
Student Christian Canter
92 South Fifth Street
Office Hcurs 9 A M. to. IS PM
Advisor on Campus
Mrs. Roy E. Butchar
SUNDAY PROGRAM. NOV 24
7.00 P.M.
It+ Rev. Carl Morg,ip Block, Bishop
ot California, sill be Cantrbury’s
quart. Student Chrittin Cent,
92 South 5th Street

Congregational Disciples
Student Fellowship
invoes you For ...
SNACK SUPPER
WORSHIP
STUDY
FELLOWSHIP
Every Lumley 4:30 P.M.
F;,0 Christian Chu, t,
50 S. FIFTH STREET

(..’"ii’WeAse.WWdrie049,,,,’Wo’.’.,’,’,,’.,

Wesley Foundation
The M,thodist Student Center in San Jose
24 NORTH FIFTH: STREET
UV 2-3707
SUNDAY

THIS
12:1S,P.M.
5100 P.M.
6:00 .P.M.
7(81 P.M

.,,
s’
s’

coffee Feilowidiip, Wesley Ilall
Wesley Choir
....
Snack supper, 35,
"The 515th of ThumkagIvIss*",
Discussive and artistic elaboration 0
0s
of thr concept

Henry Grnr, 51.B
1),, t ,
0
. .,,........r.,44,,,,,,,,,,Awr.ow.,,,,,,,,,..w.,...,........v.,,,orre,,,,,arA

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
2nd AND SAN ANTONIO

TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

SUNDAY

SERVICES

11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:30 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands-- Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9.30 AM. Leadership Seminar
Fall Quarter: Comparative World Religions
2nd arid SAN ANTONIO

THE PINK BUILDING

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

A

CHURCH

WITH

YOUTH

IN

MIND

RV ICE 5:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE ....
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

THOMAS

.......

9:30
10:45
6:00
. 7:30

AM
AM
P.M.
P.M.

G. SUTTON Pastor

CYpress 4-2873

-Looking for a friendly Church in San

Jose

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ

Christian Church
7443

790 SOUTH 12th STREET
SUNDAY SERVICES

November 24 CY

Coney, qii thin at 945 bible School Hour is taught by David Elliott.
instructor in Spaech Dpartmnt at SJSC.
Subject: "Synthetic Stewardship"
1110 11.00
9 45
5 30
6.10
Nursery Prov;dd

Duplicate Morning Worship Services,
Pibja School, cloves for all agars.
Discussion Groups for all ales.
Evening Simec
HAROLD E. GALLAGHER,

s,,SS

---TIMMII.F.141,

INIZINEMINII1111111111111111111111b

CALLING ALL STUDENTS

FACULTY TO OUR SPECIAL

AND

Book Sa

Tremendous Savings up to 80%
Brand New Editions from Leading Publishers
--- Important Subjects and Authors ---

KI CHURCHILL - HIS LIFE

IN PHOTOGRAPHS. r4f
R S
& 14. Ge
I
p^oto t ooapry N.
Pt.. 57.00
Sale Et
14 SOLDIER -The Memoirs cd %I.lth.
S Ridgeerey. II ," Pub. et $5. 00
Sale 90
K4. THE SEDUCTION OF THE INNOCENT h,
i-te.ter, Wert am, Pub. at $430.
Sel $1 49
KS. THE MAN IN THE GRAY FLANNEL SUIT, by
Wilson. The great bestsede
F.o
50
Sal .911
08 Pretests to "Illhowani Junction - BUGLES AND A
by Jahn 9.4.Roce, Pub. at $3.5
Salo IS
K9. SOUTHERN COOKROOK, E..,
c Over 750 ,etiOom ’Veil:res. Pub. a’ 1150 Sale VTR
KIT AROUND THE WORLD CONFIDENTiAL - UncensoMd. By Lee Morti-le,. Put. at $3..0
UN .18
KI) ETHEL ILARRYMORE, MEMORIES. 65 ..&. Pub. at $5.50
Sale MVO
K14 MODERN SCIENCE FICTION. En. T.r
Bretnor Pub. at $3.75
tit: $611.0049
KIS LONDON AFTER DARK. by Feb -an of Scotland Tara. Pub, at 5330
01.3 THE AMERICAN PEOPLE - Their CinillieGIM and Character. by H. B. Pakes P.b a, 53.50

TIGER.

018 CASANOVA, by H. Keston,
o,, a" 011"T nr Hor
to. 9.00t
- T
-S.oa.l*M5a14-9
a SS Y
Sale $1 91
Kit BOTTOMS UP! I. C-- A
R.o. at $1.00
Sale $1.00
420
THE ELEPH#NT $ EYES
- L ;
, Pup. et 5373.
Sale $1 00
1.23 AL1ERT EINSTEIN’S ESSAYS IN SCIENCE P. u
3773.
Sale $1.00
024 SIX UPON THE WORLD, Cr P. P
Lvet and .oees o’ ;,. leant, oT A e. re,
$013.
at
Sale SI 00
021 Selected Works of EDGAR ALLEN POE. 559 co P05 ar 53.75
Sale II 49
1011. 1929 -WHAT A YEAR! By J. A Mu,’ s 75
Pt.
u
re 0.95
O 14. Rifle Artist -MY WAY OF RECOMTNG A HUNTER. o, R. H. Itockwea, 24 ohoto54,19P,9,11.
at SUS
Sale SI 911
larestorrners & Minstrelmen -TOWN MALL TONIGHT by H. R. Ho,t. Int.mete mcrnett
,
,, a a , one,. !In,. Pub, Al $1.50
V.,’. T.-a
Salo $1.911
1.311 THE CORNERSTONE, by Zoe Oidenborwg. Erre great prIze.yromng novel. Pub. at $4 53
Sale 11
KN. Foundations of SCHOOL LEARNING by G
Wheat. Pub. at 15SO
Sale .58
040 THREE LOVES OF DOS.L,i... a -T. by r...art 51con, hue. at $4,0L,
Sale $1 111
04. Shelters Asch’s THE PROPHET. A, CPc work. tub, at
Sale .58
0 01 ANIMAL FORMS AND PATTERNS- ITS Illostrations, By A. Portman. Pub.
Sale $1.11
MADAME POMPADOUR, by D. M. Smythe. An ntimete portrait of the’ most deb.," I
E.rope. P.o. et 55_00
Sale $1.49
044 CREATURES OF THE DEEP SEA, witb 154 Amazing Illustretiens, By K. Guenther & K Deckerf .
a $3.91.
Sal $1 91
ASO THE GOLDEN KAZOO
P.4, at 53.00
Salt 91
. 4!" he c; Se:
1.51.1. Sports and Pleasure Cars ,t
lEAmisoLork. tub. a. 3,,Al
ial e S.
1.53 Oil Intrigue 2, Parcia
0oatLo00U0roll1.4 I81 Ill/Eel, DV b. buOROCou:K. Pub at 51 SO Sete ra
053, WI9H THE BIBLE THROUmht 1.-11 CHURCH
Boron.
0,
See
K or It.
ron. Pub. at $4.95
1.54 THE YEARBOOK OF PSYCHOANALYSIS. Vol. S. Ed. by Sand, Lorand.
saaita $137 9.08

sETwEEN

wee

.

.

to $e.25

04

Americans - THE GREAT ROUNDUP. by L. Nordyke. The r4s roaring o,
Cent* Mgr.,, its rancners, rustlers and shends, ts cattle Pats, boorn tow, r, -,11;_s. Pub. at $5.00
aiS704. 5$11..91
E.Fot NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE, 00 R. Stewart. Pub. at $400
$(42 Et-% PEOPLE’S C.Ole.E
Sale HI
-A Cartoon Treasury. Pub. at $2.95
K43 THIS IS MY REST HUMOR.
by Whit Ilteeelt.552 pages or a,,qntv too 130 of P- ., ;
hale 1, va,
K44 GREAT ADVENTURES IN MEDICINE 974 r,-ees P,,b, ar 55 DI
Sala SIPS
1.e5 ELECTIONIC;S. t , A
Sale 51.98
047 The Memoirs of Genetel el Gaulle - THE CAL!. TO HONOR .
. f .. ..0 ISM
Sale 91
KEI Van Meegeran - MASTER ART FORGES. try .1. ’,001e0. ,,,00- P’,1, a, 3)00
Sale Ell
KM ATibritOb Decumeres - THE FAITH OF 4)Ull FATHERS. The ideals of The American ’, 0, ...n
0,,
1,0,-. ,n0 0’ .860. Pt.’ a. 5,a8
Sale $195
K71 THE AMERICAN LAWYER. to 1.-oro 4 81,,, tc,n Pub. et $5.50
Sale $1 VI
O 77 THE WOOED OF MAN - A fouda to Modern Reewhydyst, 6y H. E. L. NICII,Th. Fob.,,’ To ,10
Sete $1 49
074 THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS, I . i E tiotowne. Pub. at 54.75
Sale 51 91
1(77 A Irreso.0 of F 1I;s1, L, tttttt re - THE HIGH HILL OF MUSES, ed. L.v Hugh IC,&
AI
Sale $1 41
, i ,, ,
THE WroLIAN III II-4E C.a5f
KM -The I..
E. lustgertesn. Put,- it $jIY) Sale NT
K12 DICTItttAt’
Sere NI
l i-.^ ;
.
,..
,,,
KS? DICTIONA I,
Sale $I 98
. .
’
at $5.00
A{
KR Prectnn, St
’itote TO SRANIS11
Pr tricot. co,nple:e coon,
It
"19. lefttng. PrOnlinu.e.
Sale $I 47
O r. SHORT L - ...ATI (it
A. YTHOLOGI
Sale $1.91
. 0,
,. xi. Pool,. at $3.75
KW DICTIONARY OT SOCIAL WELFARE. by ’ ’
Sale 51 41
",1 P 4 at $50)
,. .,..,.... p,,b, et $7.75
81E. THE REAL ENJOYMENT OF LIVINLy, . , o.
Se. 91
Christ
Discovv
WALLS
by
.1
..,
", .,CRUMILIPIG.
ARE
099 &welt -Ilmith PhilescrOhers
,,,cher. Pub. at 56.70
Sale SI 98
Ca Sdinem - THE ETHICS. THE ROAD TO INNER FREEDOM. 0,,, nt tie go,’ ’
’
Sale ST 91
t’ 51-00
0107 JESUS AND HIS TIMES
/
.t. tee t. , I ’n 00 C’r
r
.
0Kco.nme
Sole SI 111
,rn "’S.4
ot 35.00
COI Oscar Wade - DE PROFUiNDUS A
.Palo at $4.00
Sale SI 18
I. I
0104 Shakespeare - THE ANNOTATOR, I . A I
tbock. ttis catty lite ,
rt al $4.30
K110 INerr Emmanuel .-- THE UNIVERSAL SINGULAR. fie rtstingu.shed French pr,
, ’ ,,,,,1
I....Inc:ow,’ Pub. el $130
Sale .111
8 Yor, Pub. at MA
0111 Jerckie Gleason - THE GOLDEN HAW r.. J
KI11. RADIO DRAMA IN ACTION. 21 Frnous Plays t, A,P-ur Millet 0,011 WcIles. olS1,45,I99:
Sale 98
or E Ilarn,,,,o. Pub. at $3.02
0111 THEATRE GUILD ON THE All, r.t. Py W. H R.tciTon, -I Remember Marta" ’ 0. rrlr ’
r14. f, ’ R ofm p’.904 e; aorspted by float, Akar. othe.,. Pub. at M.03
Sale Ell
If it7. THE UNDERWATER NATURALIST, 64 Perre de Latl. The first eyeer,tuess n..
.."..h - a handboos for 15 A Al .0’,. Pub at $3.10
0114. CAREERS IN CARTOONING, L. I. Lanat Complete geode. 100 illus. Pub. al 13 ,’ S.4, 5’ V,
0I20 THE CHRISTIAN IMAGINATION, by J. G. LOw/CA. Catholic thdught el specral sid
So - ,9
"an. Pub. et 31 ..13
o ^ode,’
"
account.’
O 122 PYGMIES AND DREAM GIANTS r K
’ ..: -Valueble fatcneting
/wet Putted. Pub. at $3.71
KITS THE SECRET DIARY OF HAROLD I. IVICES - The First Hundred Dem 705 r .51.... 5: "
S.’. S. 13
at $600
Epics of friMenegis - THE CASE OF COLONEL PIETIOV. by NI 8 IoTI,T.
.
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